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ABSTR A C T

This study investigated patterns of cortical activity
and erectile responding which paralleled inhibition and
•facilitation of sexual arousal in a nonclinical sample.
To determine if the cerebral hemispheres contributed
differential1y during regulation of arousal, the study:
(a) tested for lateral asymmetries in EEG
(electroencephalogram)
and

alpha power during each condition,

(b) examined subjects' strategies for unique cognitive

contributions of the hemispheres.
Thirty, right-handed, college-aged males, listened to
a set sequence of tapes

(neutral, erotic, neutral, erotic),

counterbalanced for content and arousal regulation.
Subjects simply listened to neutral tapes.

To erotic tapes

subjects inhibited, and alternatively facilitated arousal .
Response measures included:

bilateral frontal,

temporal, parietal, and occipital alpha power; penile
tumescence amplitude;
state activation

and self-reported sexual arousal and

(Thayer's General Activation and

Activation Dimension A factors).

Subjects described their

regulatory strategies and indicated their use of additional
strategi es.
Results demonstrated that subjects used strategies
characterized by right hemisphere cognition to facilitate
arousal.

Their inhibitory strategies, however, were

characterized by right, as well as left hemisphere
vi i i

cognition.

For facilitate,

as compared to inhibit,

conditions subjects reported greater sexual arousal and
state activation.
Across presentations, changes in alpha failed to
differentiate strategy conditions, although tumescence was
greater during facilitation than inhibition.

Within

presentations, however, alpha changed as a function of
strategy and was observed to a greater extent in certain
areas of the brain.
Facilitate second

For the presentation Inhibit first,

<Ii, F2 ), alpha was greater in the right

occipital region during facilitation.
Facilitate first,

Inhibit second

For the presentation

(Fi, I3 ) alpha was greater

in the frontal regions during inhibition.

In addition,

Ix,

F 2 , as compared to F x , I-», subjects evidenced global
enhancement of alpha during facilitation.
When processing erotic, as compared to neutral,
material subjects evidenced greater tumescence, and
reported greater sexual arousal and state activation.
Erotic conditions were differentiated from neutral
conditions by bilateral alpha enhancement that was most
pronounced in the posterior areas of the brain.

The EEG

results are discussed in terms of global versus lateralized
changes, and enhancement versus suppression of alpha during
conditions associated with increased general arousal, as
well as sexual arousal.
ix

CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
During the past 15 years research in human sexual
psychophysiology has increased in both quantity and quality
(Bohlen, 1983).

This research has enhanced our

under standi ng o-f the peripheral physiology and of the
hormonal processes which are involved in the sexual
response.

By contrast, less is known about the higher

levels o-f brain function relevant to sexual arousal and to
its psychological control.
that sexual arousal

Although it is widely touted

is the product of both central

and

peripheral processes, a "peripheral orientation," utilizing
genital measures of sexual arousal, has dominated research
to date (Geer,

1980; Hatch,

1981).

A few studies, however,

have focused on cortical events associated with sexual
arousal and orgasm

(A. S. Cohen, Rosen, $< Goldstein,

H. D. Cohen, Rosen S< Goldstein,
Koppel 1, & Witner,

1972; Heath,

Nosovich ?< Taliaferro,

1985;

1976; Costel1, Lunde,
1972; Lifshitz,

1966;

1954).

Paralleling the growth of information about human
sexual psychophysiology has been a rapid expansion of
research in neuropsychology, particularly as related to the
1ateralization of brain function
1981).

(Bradshaw & Nettleton,

The prevailing notion is that the two cerebral

hemispheres are differentially specialized for certain
functions.

The construct of cerebral asymmetry of function
1

has become an important hypothetical -framework tor a
variety ot studies ot complex psychological phenomena.

For

example, it has been used in investigations ot creativity
(Bogen

Bogen, 1969), psychopathology

Gruzelier,

1984), normal depression

S< Shearer , 1981; Tucker
(Bakan,

1978).

Dawson,

(Flor-Henry &

(Tucker, Stenslie, Roth,

1984), and dreaming

By constrast, this same construct has been

applied infrequently and only recently in studies of sexual
arousal

(A. S. Cohen et a l ., 1985; H. D. Cohen et a l .,

1976; Rosen, Goldstein, Scoles, !< Lazarus,
depression and sexual arousal

(Tucker

in press), of

Dawson,

1984), and

of the psychological control of sexual and aversive arousal
(Shearer ?< Tucker,
Geer and Fuhr

1981; Tucker & Newman,

1981).

(1976) recommended applying concepts and

paradigms from experimental cognitive psychology to the
study of human sexuality as a mechanism for advancing our
understanding of the latter and for benefit to both areas.
It was plausible that a similar amalgam of concepts and
research strategies from human sexual psychophysiology and
neuropsychology might enhance our understanding of the
higher levels of brain function pertinent to sexual arousal
and to its psychological control.
In specifying the neuropsychological processes
involved in self-regulation of emotional arousal, Tucker
(1981) hypothesized differential cognitive contributions
from the cerebral hemispheres congruent with their
differential

abilities for handling visuospatial and verbal

information.

He theorized that cognitive processes which

would facilitate emotional arousal would draw on the right
hemisphere's holistic, syncretic, and parallel approach to
information processing and be accompanied by greater right
hemisphere activation.

Cognitive processes which would

inhibit emotional arousal would draw on the left
hemisphere's focal, analytic, and sequential approach to
information processing and be paralleled by greater left
hemisphere activation.

In keeping with this schema, the

present study examined patterns of cortical activity and
erectile responding which occurred during cognitive
inhibition and facilitation of sexual arousal in a
nonclinical sample of college-aged males.

To determine if

the two hemispheres contributed differential1y to the
control of sexual arousal, the study tested for lateral
asymmetries in alpha power during each regulatory
condition.

In addition, the structural features of

subjects' self-reported naturalistic strategies were
examined to determine if they reflected hypothesized
cognitive contributions of the cerebral hemispheres.
Review of the Li terature
In reviewing the literature pertinent to the present
study, contributions from both human sexual
psychophysiology and neuropsychology will be discussed.
times these literatures overlap, but in the main they
appear to have developed separately without awareness of
the potential benefit of a closer association.

At
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Tumescence. a Speci -fie Indicator of Sexual Arousal ■
Tumescence, the phase of erection in which penile
circumference is increased

(Kaplan,

synonymous with sexual arousal.

1983), is not.

For example, involuntary

erections can occur in certain disease states, such as
phimosis, an inflammatory constriction of the foreskin
(Munjack 8< Oziel,

1980).

In the awake, healthy male,

however, tumescence is well established as a specific
physiological response that occurs during sexual arousal
(Geer,

1975).

After reviewing the literature on the physiology of
sexual arousal,

Zuckerman

(1971) concluded that only

genital measures of tumescence were specific to male sexual
arousal.

Extragenital physiological

heart rate, galvanic skin responses

indicators, such as
(GSR), and respiratory

rate, did not reliably discriminate sexual arousal from
other types of arousal.

In addition, these nongenital

measures were only weakly correlated with sexual arousal.
After measuring tumescence in association with other
autonomic correlates of general arousal, Bancroft and
Mathews

(1971) also concluded that only erectile responding

differentiated between sexual

and non-sexual stimuli.

Because of its distinction as the only known
physiological method which specifically indexes male sexual
arousal, the measurement of tumescence has been utilized
extensively in both basic and applied research
Rosen ?< Keefe,

1978).

(Geer, 1980;

Currently, tumescence measurement is

considered essential to the study o-f sexual arousal

in

males.
Basic Neurophysi oloqy of Tumescence.

Penile

tumescence is the result of engorgement of sponge-like
bodies of erectile tissue in the penis.

This process is

initiated by parasympathetic dilation of the arterioles
which supply blood to these bodies.

With dilation there is

a greatly increased inflow of blood into the erectile
tissues which results in tumescence
Weiss,

(Rosen ?< Keefe,

1978;

1972).

According to Weiss' review (1972), tumescence is
mediated peripherally by two erection centers located in
the spinal cord, the sacral center and the thoracolumbar
center, and their associated neural pathways.

In sexually

functional males erections are produced by the synergistic
action of parasympathetic innervation from the sacral
center and sympathetic innervation from the thoracolumbar
center.

The sacral erection center is believed to receive

input from local reflexogenic stimuli such as sensations
arising from tactile stimulation of the genital area and
from local visceral sensations.

This center also receives

input from psychogenic stimuli arising in the higher
centers of the central nervous system.
stimuli

These psychogenic .

include erotic visual, auditory, olfactory, and

imaginative stimuli.

Unlike the sacral center which

receives input from reflexogenic and psychogenic stimuli,
the thoracolumbar center receives input only from
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psychogenic stimuli.
What little is known about brain centers and pathways
that mediate penile tumescence comes primarily from the
work of MacLean

(1966) and associates.

These investigators

used intracerebral stimulation to evoke penile erections in
squirrel monkeys.

Electrical stimulation of certain areas

within the limbic system, such as the lateral and medial
hypothalamus and the septal-preoptic region, elicited
erections.

It is notable that the limbic system is

believed to integrate sensory inputs with visceral function
and emotion in order to effect goal-directed behavior
(Cotman & McGaugh,

1980).

MacLean

(1966) also traced the

major effector pathway for erections through regions that
contain limbic, e>:tr a-pyr ami dal , and neocortical
connections.

The visceral efferent pathways that then

connect the brain with the thorcolumbar and sacral erection
centers are believed to descend through the lateral columns
of the spinal cord

(Weiss, 1972).

Knowledge of the hemodynamics and the neurophysiology
of detumescence, the process whereby an erection subsides,
is generally lacking.

Although mediated through the

central and autonomic nervous systems as is tumescence, the
specific neurophysiological mechanisms and anatomic centers
and pathways of detumescence are not clearly understood
(Weiss,

1972).

Vol untarv Control of F'eni 1e Tumescence.

Given the

central role of the autonomic nervous system in
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facilitating tumescence, researchers initially asserted
that penile erection was a vasomotor reflex which was not
subject to direct voluntary control
1966).

(Masters 8< Johnson,

This belief subsequently influenced both

etiological accounts and treatment approaches to erectile
disorders

(Masters & Johnson,

1970).

Recent studies,

however, have shown that some degree of voluntary control
of erection by normal subjects is possible
1971; Laws 8< Rubin,

1969; Rosen,

(Henson 8< Rubin,

1973; Rosen, Shapiro, &

Schwartz, 1975).
Laws and Rubin

(1969) tested subjects' ability to

produce erection without an external stimulus and to
inhibit erection while watching an erotic film.

In order

to ensure that subjects attended to the stimulus, the
investigators required their subjects to depress a button
on the arm of their chair whenever a brief flash of light
appeared on the projection screen.

Subjects were reported

to differ in their ability to inhibit tumescence.
erection occurred during inhibit conditions,

When

it was of less

magnitude and longer latency to peak than during no
inhibit-respond naturally conditions.

In the absence of

external erotic stimulation, a selected sample of strong
sexual responders were able to produce erections which were
characterized by less magnitude and longer latency to peak
than those elicited by the film.
Because the Laws and Rubin

(1969) study required

attending only to the display area of the film
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presentation, the possibility existed that inhibition
resulted -from subjects'

inattention to its content.

•follow-up study Henson and Rubin

In a

(1971) included a verbal

description procedure to ensure that subjects attended to
the content of the erotic stimulus.

During successive

presentations of the same erotic film, all subjects were
directed to allow or to inhibit arousal and to give signal
detection responses or a running verbal description of the
film's content.

The five within-subjects conditions were

(a) no inhibit-detection signal,
signal,

(b) inhibit-detection

(c) inhibit-verbal description,

verbal description, and

(d) no inhibit-

(e) no inhibit-detection signal.

Subjects were able to inhibit tumescence almost as
effectively while they were describing the film as when
they were responding to the detection signal.

Under

instructions to allow arousal, subjects evidenced less
tumescence when a description was required, as compared to
when detection responses were required.

The authors

proposed that the verbal description may have functioned as
a competing behavior which reduced penile erection despite
regulatory directions.
Based on these demonstrations that subjects could
voluntarily control tumescence, Rosen

(1973) hypothesized

that penile responding might be amenable to instrumental
conditioning.

He tested the effects of response-contingent

feedback on normal subjects' ability to suppress tumescence
elicited by auditory erotic stimulation.

External feedback
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was provided by a dim, red light that came on whenever a
subject's tumescence exceeded a criterion level.

The light

was automatical 1y turned oft by suppression below
criterion.

Subjects were assigned to one of four groups:

the contingent feedback group, the yoked control group
(inhibit directions, nonveridical feedback), the
instructions only group

(inhibit directions, no external

feedback), and the no treatment group
directions, no external feedback).

(no inhibit

Differences between

group means indicated that the contingent feedback group
was the only group that showed a significant suppression
effect over the course of three treatment sessions.

In

another biofeedback study, Price (1973) tested the effects
of response-contingent feedback on normal subjects' ability
to facilitate tumescence elicited by auditory erotic
stimulation.

In contrast to the control group

(no

treatment, no instructions), the contingent feedback group
remained above criterion for a significantly greater amount
of time during each treatment session.

Although both

groups received intrinsic feedback regarding their sexual
arousal level, erection maintenance was clearly influenced
by the addition of external feedback.
Rosen et al. (1975) subsequently investigated the
effect of response-contingent feedback and reward on normal
subjects' ability to facilitate tumescence in the absence
of external erotic stimulation.

Subjects in the

experimental group received a combination of analogue
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visual -feedback, a light that increased intensity
proportional to increases in penile diameter, plus
supplemental monetary reinforcements, another light that
signaled a bonus for reaching a criterion level of
tumescence.

In addition, a shaping procedure was employed.

After each trial in which criterion for reward was reached,
the criterion for subsequent reward was increased by a
standard increment.

Control subjects received no analogue

feedback, the light remained constant, and their bonuses
were signaled noncontingent1y .

Although both groups were

capable of voluntarily producing erections, the addition of
analogue feedback and reward produced significantly greater
facilitation over trials.
Affective Arousal , General Acti vation and Sexual
Arousal.

Based on the almost universal

assumption that

anxiety and depression interfere with sexual arousal,
researchers have investigated the relationship between
emotional states and sexual arousal with somewhat puzzling
results.

In laboratory studies using physiological

measures of erectile response in normal subjects, mild
anxiety reportedly facilitated tumescence
8< Beck,

(Barlow, Sakheim,

1983; Wolchik, Beggs, Wincze, Sakheim, Barlow, ?<

Mavissakalian, 1980) while depression decreased sexual
arousal

(Wolchik. et al . , 1980).

Barlow et al. (1983) investigated the effects on
tumescence of contingent and noncontingent threat of shock
concurrent with viewing an erotic stimulus.

Both shock-

threat conditions elicited erectile responses which were
greater than those evidenced during a no shock-threat
condition.

The authors maintained that the shock-threat

conditions induced mild to moderate anxiety which increased
rather than decreased sexual arousal.

Similarly, Wolchik

et a l . (1980) reported that mild anxiety induced by
preexposure to a videotape of "threatened amputation"
facilitated sexual arousal to a subsequent erotic
videotape.

Neither group of investigators hypothesised the

mechanism by which anxiety facilitated sexual arousal.

It

is possible, however, that mild anxiety or excitation
produced a state of generalized physiological activation
which was compatible with or directly facilitated sexual
arousal.

This hypothesis would be in keeping with Thayer

and Moore's

(1972) findings that Dimension A activation

(a

general arousal or wakefulness dimension), as well as
Dimension B activation

(a stress or anxiety dimension),

increased as experimentally manipulated anxiety went from
low to moderate.

At moderate to higher levels of anxiety,

general arousal decreased, while stress activation
continued to increase.
Wolchik et a l . (1980) also showed that prior exposure
to a depression-inducing videotape of vivid scenes of auto
accidents resulted in less subsequent tumescence than did
pre-exposure to an affectively neutral travelogue.
Research has begun to provide information concerning
possible mechanisms whereby depression decreases subsequent
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sexual arousal.

Observations o-f quantitative changes in

sexual responding occurring in mood disorders which
evidence right cerebral hemisphere dysfunction
1980) suggest that changes in the arousal
hemisphere may alter sexual arousal.

(Flor-Henry,

level of that

Specifically,

hyposexuality is often manifested during clinical
depression, and hypersexuality is seen in the manic state
of manic-depression.

Given that transient depression in

normals may also be related to a change in the arousal
level of the right hemisphere

(relative underarousal), this

change may be in a direction that is antithetical to sexual
arousal

(e.g., A. S. Cohen et al . , 1985).

An alternative,

although not necessarily incompatible, hypothesis was
suggessted by the results of an unpublished study by Thayer
and Wettler

(cited in Thayer,

1978b).

very depressed, reported low general
by a lack of energy and tiredness
activation).
al. (1980)
activation.

Subjects feeling
arousal characterized

(low Dimension A

Perhaps the dysphoric mood which Wolchik et

induced in their subjects decreased general
This deactivation may have been incompatible

with or directly inhibited subsequent sexual arousal.

It

is credible that a moderate level of physiological
activation may be a necessary but not sufficient condition
for sexual arousal to occur.
Coqni ti ve Processes and Sexual Arousal■

Clinicians

and researchers of human sexuality generally assume that
cognitive processes influence sexual arousal

(Geer,

1974;
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Geer S< Fuhr , 1976; Walen,

1980; Wincze, Hoon, $< Hoon,

1977).

Therapists have observed -for some time that cognitions can
inhibit or -facilitate sexual arousal .

Therefore, recently

derived techniques for treating sexual disorders encourage
patients to use cognitive strategies to regulate their
sexual arousal.

For example, the functionally impotent

individual often engages in obsessive thoughts about his
sexual performance.

Such "cognitive monitoring"

(Jehu,

1979) generally results in decreased arousal and erectile
dysfunction.

Treatment approches for impotence have

emphasized arousal facilitating techniques such as:
(a) consciously inhibiting nonerotic cognitions,
(b) focusing on erotic sensations, and
fantasy

(Kaplan,

sexologists

1974).

(Kaplan,

(c) utilizing sexual

Although criticized by some

1974), early clinical approaches to

premature ejaculation emphasized reducing arousal and
delaying ejaculation by:

(a)

cognitive processes such as

mental arithmetic or thinking about work,
unpleasant fantasies, and

(b) creating

(c) secondary distraction

associated with treatment techniques such as Masters and
Johnson's pause and squeeze (Geer Sc Fuhr,

1976).

Cognitive processes influencing sexual arousal have
been noted and utilized within studies of other aspects of
sexual arousal.

These processes have also been studied for

their central role in facilitating and inhibiting arousal.
To inhibit tumescence subjects have reported doing
multipiication tables, reciting lyrics to popular songs or
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verses of poetry, and focusing on the detection of an
attending signal
1971).

(Laws & Rubin,

1969; Henson 8< Rubin,

However, subjects required to give an ongoing

verbal description of an erotic film were unable to
identify the mechanism by which inhibition was achieved
(Henson S< Rubin,

1971).

It is tenable that engaging in a

verbal description, even of an erotic stimulus,

is

effectively an inhibitory cognitive operation.
Cognitive strategies, such as counting backwards by
3's from 100, have been recommended

(Bancroft,

1974) and

used (Wolchik et a l ., 1980) to promote a return to erectile
baseline after erotic stimulus presentations.
Fuhr

Geer and

(1976) examined the effect on sexual arousal of

systematic distraction provided by nonerotic cognitive
processing tasks.

Male subjects attended to tasks of

varying difficulty presented to one ear, while an erotic
tape recording was played to the other.

For example, some

subjects simply listened to a series of digits being
presented concurrently along with the erotic tape, while
other subjects were instructed to add successive pairs of
digits and to write down the result.

A significant inverse

relationship was evidenced between sexual arousal and the
complexity and interference capability of the cognitive
operati ons.
Without being instructed as to how to facilitate
tumescence in the absence of external erotic stimulation,
subjects have reported concentrating on sexual thoughts and
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fantasizing about sexually stimulating events
Rubin,

1969).

(Laws

Others have found that subjects directed to

utilize sexual fantasies and imagery can readily facilitate
tumescence without being stimulated by overt erotica
(Bancroft 8< Mathews,

1971; Geer,

1974; Hei ma n , 1977).

It

has also been reported that men utilize fantasy and visual
imagery to stimulate sexual arousal more freguently than do
women

(Barclay,

1973; Byrne,

1977; Gottlieb,

1984).

Other studies indicate that certain cognitive features
are relevant to the regulation of emotional arousal,
including sexual arousal.

Cognition characterized by

verbal representation and a focused, detailed approach to
stimuli may be best suited for emotional

inhibition, while

imaginal representation and an impressionistic and global
approach may be more effective for facilitating emotional
arousal.

Shearer and Tucker

(1981) examined the

naturalistic cognitive strategies used by subjects to
regulate sexual and aversive arousal.

Subjects were

directed to "turn on" and alternatively to "turn off" their
emotional responses to erotic and aversive slides.
Independent ratings of subjects' reported strategies showed
that imaginal and global thinking was used most often when
the experimental task was to facilitate emotional arousal.
Strategies used to facilitate sexual and aversive arousal
included "could picture the sexual act" and "I kept seeing
myself there and it scared me"

(p. 89).

When the task was

to inhibit emotional arousal, verbal and analytic thinking
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was used more often.

For example, subjects reported that

they "picked out parts of the slides that were not arousing
and concentrated on them" and "assumed a scientific point
of view"

(p. 89).

The structural features of subjects'

facilitory and inhibitory strategies were hypothesized to
reflect differential cognitive contributions of the right
and left cerebral hemispheres.
In a follow-up study Tucker and Newman

(1981)

attempted to experimentally manipulate the effect of
cognition on sexual and aversive arousal.

Subjects were

directed to minimize the intensity of their emotional
response to erotic and aversive slides by using either an
imaginal/global cognitive strategy or a verbal/analytic
strategy.

Subjects in the imaginal/global group were

assigned a strategy which emphasized the use of mental
images and imaginative fantasy.

Subjects in the

verbal/analytic group were assigned a strategy which
involved the use of covert verbalizations and analysis of
the slide into parts.

The effectiveness of the

experimental manipulation was measured by subjective report
and bilateral finger temperature, a measure of autonomic
arousal.

For the erotic stimuli, subjects utilizing the

verbal/analytic strategy reported significantly less
arousal.

They also evidenced a significant increase in

bilateral skin temperature.

These findings reportedly

indicated the greater efficacy of left hemisphere cognition
in decreasing emotional arousal.

This interpretation was
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compatible with Wenger, Averill, and Smith's (1968) finding
that finger temperature decreased with erotic stimulation,
and therefore would increase with successful inhibition of
sexual arousal.

Zuckerman

(1971) has since concluded,

however, that skin temperature does not reliably measure
variations in sexual arousal.
Corti cal Processes and Sexual Arousal.

In addition to

being influenced by cognitive processes, sexual arousal

is

recognized as a complex behavioral phenomenon involving
both central and peripheral physiological events.

Although

a peripheral focus has dominated studies of the
physiological changes associated with the sexual response
(Geer,

1980; Hatch,

1981), an interest has developed in the

cortical processes involved in sexual arousal

(A. S. Cohen

et a l ., 1985).
A small number of studies has provided direct
information about cortical activity associated with the
human sexual response.

While these studies have used

different methods for stimulating sexual arousal and for
measuring associated central and/or peripheral changes,
cortical changes have generally been indexed by the
electroencephalogram

(EEG).

The E E G , which is recorded

from electrodes on the surface of the brain or scalp, is
assumed to result from the repetitive electrical activity
of the cells in the cerebral cortex

(Kiloh et al . , 1981).

Changes in the EEG are believed to reflect changes in the
arousal status of the brain.
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EEG recording electrodes are placed at selected
locations in order to record the neural activity in various
areas of the brain.

For example, a bilateral occipital and

parietal recording would use four electrodes:

left and

right occipitals, and left and right parietals.

Left and

right reference the cerebral hemispheres, and occipital and
parietal reference areas within each hemisphere.
The normal scalp EEG of the awake adult consists
primarily of medium to high amplitude

<10 to 50

microvolts), and medium (8-13 cycles per second)
(14-30/s) frequency waves.

Frequencies are grouped into

the following bands or ranges:

delta

(4-7.5/s), alpha (8-13/s), and beta
(Niedermeyer

to fast

Lopes da Silva,

(above 13/s)

1982).

may vary within any frequency band,

(below 3.5/s), theta

Although amplitude

lower amplitude is

generally associated with fast or high frequencies and
higher amplitude with slow or low frequencies.
Alpha, a high amplitude low frequency rhythm, is the
most obvious feature of the EEG in a normal, awake adult.
Alpha occurs primarily over the posterior regions of the
head, although it can also be seen in temporal and frontal
regions.

Alpha is most readily observed when a subject has

his eyes closed, is physically relaxed, and is relatively
inactive mentally.

It is fairly well accepted that alpha

can be blocked or attenuated by sensory stimulation,
particularly visual, and by strenuous cognitive effort.
When suppressed by a higher level of general arousal alpha
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is "desynchronized" or replaced by low amplitude high
■frequency waves.

The assumption is made that this

suppression of alpha activity signifies an "alerting" or
activating response and that the underlying cortex is more
active than when the alpha rhythm was present
8< Lopez da Silva,

(Niedermeyer

1982).

Over 30 years ago, Mosovich and Taliaferro (1954)
recorded the EEG of normal subjects during masturbationinduced orgasm.

Since data quantification methods were

unavailable at that time, findings were based solely upon
visual inspection of EEG recordings which contained an
abundance of muscle artifact.

The authors identified

intra-orgastic, generalized slowing of electrical activity
with concomitant amplitude increases.

In addition, four of

six subjects evidenced paroxysmal 3/s waves which the
authors compared to EEG spikes found in petit mal seizure.
Heath

(1972) recorded EEG from deep and surface electrodes

in two severely disordered patients during masturbation and
coital-induced orgasm.

These patients reportedly evidenced

consistent spike and slow-wave activity with superimposed
fast activity in the septal regions.

Once again the

pattern was reported to be similar to EEG activity
evidenced by patients during epileptic seizures.

Data from

the surface electrodes were not interpreted due to
contamination with muscle artifacts.
Lifshitz

(1966) studied the effect of complex

pictorial stimuli,

including photographs of female nudes,
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on the averaged cortical evoked responses
from scalp EEG recordings.

(AER) obtained

Male subjects viewed sets of

neutral, repulsive and erotic slides in focused or
defocused presentations.

In all subjects the form of the

AER to focused slides was measureably different from those
to defocused slides.

Although not as marked, and

replicable only for some subjects, the AERs to the three
slide sets also showed differences.
Lunde, Koppel1 and Wittner

Similarly, Costell,

(1972) reported that subjects'

averaged contingent negative variation

(CNV), an

electrocortical measure reflecting a state of anticipation,
was proportional to the expected degree of sexual interest
in visual stimuli.

Differential CNV in EEG amplitude

occurred when subjects were shown photographs of opposite
sex nudes, as opposed to same sex nudes or neutral stimuli.
EEG Hemi spheri c Aymmetry and Sexual Arousal■

Given

the developing awareness of the lateral speci1ization of
the human brain for cognitive and emotional processes,
researchers in the past decade have begun to study EEG
hemispheric asymmetries, that is, differential patterns of
left and right hemisphere activation, during sexual arousal
and orgasm.

In the first study of this type (H. D. Cohen

et al., 1976), left and right parietal EEG and specific
physiological measures of sexual arousal, tumescence and
vaginal blood flow, were recorded continuously while male
and female subjects self-stimulated to orgasm.
Goldstein's

Using

(1975) amplitude integration method, right to
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left

(R/L) hemisphere ratios of EEG amplitude were computed

for pre-orgasm, orgasm, and post-orgasm phases.

Two major

EEG laterality changes were evidenced during orgasm.
First, there were significant asymmetrical changes in the
R/L amplitude ratios.

Although there were amplitude

increases for both hemispheres, the increase was greater
for the right than for the left.

There was also a

frequency change from primarily alpha to theta rhythm; that
is, from a faster to a slower rhythm.

This change to theta

was seen only in the right hemisphere.
Although Tucker and Dawson
EEG data analysis methods

<1984) utilised different

(spectral analysis and coherence

topography analysis), their findings may be consistent with
those of H. D. Cohen et al. (1976).

EEG was recorded from

left and right frontal, central, parietal, and occipital
locations while experienced method actors generated
feelings of depression and sexual arousal.

A concurrent

physiological measure of sexual/autonomic arousal was not
obtained.

Greater cortical activation

(i.e., less alpha

power) over the right hemisphere was evidenced for sexual
arousal than for depression.
covariance in spectral

Coherence, a measure of

information between two electrical

signals, also increased over the right hemisphere as alpha
was desynchronised
in sexual arousal.

(desynchrony coincides with activation)
For both alpha desynchrony and

coherence, the change over the right hemisphere involved
more posterior

(central, parietal, and occipital)

locations.

Taken together, these findings suggest that

sexual arousal in normal, right-handed subjects is
associated with greater right hemisphere involvement.

In

addition to the asymmetries in cortical activity, increased
theta coherence over the right hemisphere was evidenced
during sexual arousal.

The authors hypothesized that the

frequency-specificity of this EEG change

(theta frequency)

suggests that sexual arousal may involve not only an
asymmetrical shift in brain arousal, but also a qualitative
change in arousal to a “twilight state of consciousness."
According to the authors, high amounts of theta have been
observed during states of serai-consciousness which can
occur between wakefulness and sleep.
A. S. Cohen et al . (IS’85) investigated patterns of EEG
hemispheric asymmetry and penile tumescence in sexually
functional and dysfunctional males.

The normative sample

was further classified as responsive and relatively
unresponsive to laboratory presentation of erotic stimuli.
All subjects were instructed to "relax, pay attention...
and respond naturally" to visual erotic and auditory erotic
stimuli.

Continuous measurements of EEG amplitudes

cumulated over 5-s epochs were recorded from bilateral
temporal and occipital

locations.

These "mean integrated

amplitudes" were converted into laterality scores.
Analyses indicated greater right temporal activation in
association with maximum tumescence responses in responsive
normals when they were presented with visual erotic

stimuli.

This -finding was interpreted as consistent with

earlier -findings indicating greater right hemisphere
activation during sexual arousal
Tucker & Dawson,

1984).

(H. D. Cohen et al ., 1976;

By contrast, dysfunctional

subjects evidenced greater right temporal activation with
concurrent greater left occipital activation in association
with minimal tumescence responses when presented with
auditory erotic stimuli.

The authors hypothesised that the

greater left hemisphere occipital activation observed in
dysfunctional subjects may be an indication of increased
cognitive activity, while the greater right temporal
activation may indicate an associated negative affective
response.

Although they alluded to "perfectionistic

thinking" and "psychological discomfort" the authors did
not further specify the nature of either the cognitive or
the affective response.
It is notable that an association has also been shown
between nocturnal penile erections

(NF'T) , stage REM sleep,

and hemispheric laterality in normal males (Hirshkowitz,
Karacan, Thornb-^ S< Ware,

1984; Rosen et al . , in press).

Although there were differences in EEG recording sites and
methods for computing laterality scores, results of both
studies indicated a marked laterality shift in the
direction of right hemisphere activation with the
occurrence of noctural erections.

In addition, this

asymmetry was most pronounced during the period of maximum
tumescence, and least significant during the period of
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detumescence- The pattern of tumescence and EEG results
that were reported in both studies was consistent with the
pattern that was previously reported to be associated with
sexual arousal

in normals during the waking state (H. D.

Cohen et al - , 1976; A. S. Cohen et al - , 1985; Tucker S<
Dawson,

1984).

Rosen et al. (in press) suggested that

hemispheric asymmetry changes may be an important
concommitant in both nocturnal penile erections and waking
erections.

However, others have maintained that the two

are mediated by different neurophysiological processes
(Bancroft,

1983).

Thus, research on cortical processes involved in human
sexual arousal and orgasm has begun to provide information
about the higher levels of brain function relevant to the
sexual response.

To date, however, no study has

investigated patterns of cortical activity and erectile
responding which parallel cognitive inhibition and
facilitation of arousal.

While it has been shown that

normals can use cognitive mediators to control sexual
arousal,

little is known about the neuropsychological

processes which are involved.

Tucker

(1981) proposed a

model of lateral asymmetries in cognitive regulation of
emotional arousal which may prove useful in specifying
these processes.

The tenets of this model were derived

from a vast literature which indicates that the two
cerebral hemispheres contribute differentially to human
cognitive and affective functioning.

Hemi spheri c Contributi ons to Cogni t ive Functi oninq.
Most generally a verbal/nonverbal dichotomy, based on the
type of information to be processed, has been utilized to
describe the differential cognitive abilities of the two
cerebral hemispheres.

The left hemisphere is purportedly

specialized for handling linguistic information, and the
right for nonverbal, visual-perceptual
1981).

For example, Kimura

(1967)

information

(Berent,

investigated functional

asymmetries of the brain during dichotic listening.

In the

auditory modality, the left hemisphere was reported to be
superior in processing stimuli of a verbal nature, such as
nonsense syllables and recorded speech, while the right
hemisphere seemed more adept at processing nonverbal
stimuli such as melodic patterns.
1eft/nonverbal

This verbal

right dichotomy was also applied to the

processing of information relevant to both speech
perception

(Studdert-Kennedy & Shankweiler,

visual perception

(Durnford & Kimura,

1970) and

1971).

More recent research has elaborated on this basic
dichotomy suggesting that the hemispheres also differ in
how they cognitively structure and process information
reviews by Bradshaw S< Nett let on, 1981; Tucker,

(see

1981).

Several generalizations about hemispheric contributions to
cognitive functioning emerge from this research.

While the

right hemisphere tends to apply a global organization to
stimulus information, the left hemisphere appears uniquely
suited to analytic structuring, even when the stimulus
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information is nonverbal
Tucker,

1976; Levy,

(Bradshaw

1969).

Nettleton,

1981;

For example, based on

observations of commissurotomy patients, Levy

(1969)

claimed that each hemisphere evidenced differential
abilities to visualise block forms in three dimensions.
While the right hemisphere seemed to abstract an integrated
whole from the available information, the left hemisphere
attempted to analyze the properties of the stimulus
1969).

(Levy,

Right hemisphere superiority has also been reported

for forming a "Bestalt" or a complete whole from incomplete
information, such as forming a triangle from its three
sides.

By contrast, the left hemisphere has been deemed

better able to discover or isolate a shape within an
irrelevant background

(Nebes,

1978).

The right hemisphere has also been described as more
adept at simultaneous or parallel processing of
information, while left hemisphere superiority is purported
for tasks requiring a temporal ordering or sequencing of
cognitive operations
1981).

(G. Cohen,

1973; Bradshaw S< Nettleton,

In support of this position, G. Cohen

(1973) found

that the information processing time of the right
hemisphere was less dependent upon the number of features
that made up a stimulus configuration than was left
hemisphere processing time.

The latter increased as the

number of discriminating and relevant features of the
configuration was increased.
Nettleton

According to Bradshaw and

(1981) the paral1el/serial processing distinction
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between the two hemispheres was most obvious under
conditions of rapid identity matching.

For example, right

and left hemisphere processing times were compared for
same/different judgments of complex configurations,
faces.

like

When nontarget faces differed completely from

targets, the right hemisphere was superior in making same
judgments.

When the faces could only be compared on the

basis of separate or single features because of marked
similarity or difficulty, a left hemisphere superiority for
both types of judgments was reported.
Hemi spher ic Contri buti ons to Affective Functi oni nq .
In addition to findings which indicate that the cerebral
hemispheres provide different contributions to cognitive
functioning, research also shows that the right and left
hemispheres contribute asymmetrically to affective
functioning

(see review Tucker,

1981).

Despite major

differences in subject populations and approaches to
measuring lateral asymmetries, three major views of
differential hemispheric contributions to affective
functioning have emerged.

The first view proposed a

nonemotional/emotional dichotomy between the cerebral
hemispheres.

The left hemisphere was conceptualized as

logical and unemotional while the right was inherently
emotional.
(e.g., Safer

Although this perspective was well supported
Leventhal , 1977; Schwartz , Davidson 8< Mae r ,

1975; Tucker, Roth, Arneson & Buckingham,
incomplete.

1977), it was

Subsequent research has also suggested left
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hemisphere contributions to affective functioning,
particularly in relationship to anxiety

(e.g., Tucker,

Antes, Stenslie, 8< Barnhardt , 1978; Tyler & Tucker,

1982).

The second major view of hemispheric contributions to
emotional functioning postulated that the hemispheres were
differentially active during positive and negative
affective states.

Of those holding this perspective, some

researchers believed that the left hemisphere was important
for positive emotion and the right for negative emotion
(e.g., Ahern 8< Schwartz,
Johnson,

1979; Dimond, Farrington,

1976), while others maintained the opposite

emotional valence-hemisphere combination
8< Wiener,

1978; Harman 8< Ray,

(e.g., Ehrlichman

1977).

More recent EEG research has examined activation
patterns of specific regions of the brain during positive
I
and negative emotions, and has demonstrated differences in
hemispheric acitivity that are specific to the frontal
lobes (Davidson, Schwartz, Saron, Bennett, 8< Goleman,
Tucker et a l ., 1981).

1979;

In two studies, Davidson et a l .

(1979) found that a positive emotional state was associated
with greater left than right frontal activation, while
greater right versus left frontal activation was found for
the negative emotional state.

In the first experiment

subjects made pieasure/displeasure ratings of emotionally
laden television excerpts while their EEG was recorded from
bilateral frontal and parietal

leads.

Alpha values for the

recording epochs representing the most positively and the
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most negatively judged television segments were subjected
to analysis.

When positive and negative affective

conditions were compared a left-right asymmetry in
activation was observed, which switched between affective
conditions.

These results were replicated in a second

experiment in which positive and negative emotional
conditions were produced by self-generated imagery.

When

suggestion was used to experimentally induce euphoric and
depressed moods, Tucker et al . (1981) also found greater
right versus left frontal EEG activation during the
-negative emotional state.

For the positive emotional

condition, however, a relative symmetry in activation
between the frontal regions was observed.
The results of a later study on normal depression
(Tucker & Dawson,

1984) did not replicate earlier findings

of asymmetrical frontal lobe activation during negative or
positive emotional states.

EEG was recorded while method

actors recalled personal experiences to create affective
states of depression and sexual arousal.

A relative

symmetry in frontal activation was evidenced during both
emotional conditions.

There was an important

methodological difference between the Tucker et a l . (1981)
study and the method actor study which should be noted.

In

the former, subjects were performing cognitive tasks
(arithmetic and imagery) during a depressed mood, while in
the later subjects were simply using natural cognitions to
create feelings of depression

(Tucker,

1984).
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While Davidson et al.(1979)
of frontal

interpreted their findings

lobe asymmetry during emotional arousal as

consistent with the notion that the left hemisphere handles
positive emotion and the right tends toward a negative
valence, others

(Tucker et a l ., 1981; Tucker & Dawson,

1984) assumed a more interactional perspective.
hypothesized that asymmetrical frontal

They

lobe activation

during emotional arousal served to inhibit posterior
activation in the same hemisphere

(ipsilateral inhibition),

a route whereby the cognitive and perceptual functions of
that hemisphere were altered by emotional arousal.
As described above, some investigators have maintained
a third perspective on the hemispheres' contributions to
affective functioning which has been termed interactional
or integrative
1981).

(e.g., Bakan,

1969; Galin 1974; Tucker,

According to interactional theorists, the

hemispheres are not exclusively rational or emotional nor
do they differential1y handle only positive or negative
emotions.

Instead both hemispheres are believed to make

important contributions to affective functioning with the
left hemisphere possibly providing some inhibitory or
modulatory effect on the right hemisphere.

As early as

1969, Bogen hypothesized that certain kinds of left
hemisphere activity may directly suppress certain kinds of
right hemisphere activity.

According to Tucker

(1981), the

two hemispheres exist in a "reciprocally balancing,
dialectical relationship" with "each hemisphere's affective
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tendency opposing and complementing that of the other"
21).

<p.

Based on the tenets of this "dialectical model,” the

right hemisphere's primitively responsive and spontaneous
emotionality is regulated by the left hemisphere's
controlling and inhibited affective mode.
Hemi spheri c Contributions to the Regulation of
Emotion.

After reviewing the literature on hemispheric

specialisation of cognitive and affective functioning,
Tucker

(1981) hypothesised differential hemispheric,

cognitive contributions to the regulation of emotional
arousal which would be paralleled by relative differences
in activation of the two cerebral hemispheres.

He

speculated that right hemisphere cognition which was
characterised by holistic, syncretic and parallel
processing of data from sensory and visceral channels,
would be essential for facilitating emotional arousal.

For

example, the right hemisphere's propensity for forming
quick global perceptions would seem to allow affect-laden
experiences to be felt in an undifferentiated manner and to
be immediately expressed.

By contrast,

left hemisphere

cognition would be essential for inhibiting emotional
arousal because of its unique capabilities for handling
data in a focal, analytic and sequenced manner.

For

example, when an emotionally laden experience occurs, the
left hemisphere would be able to separate and analyze
components of the experience in order to arrive at a
decision about the nature of the feeling and the

appropri ateness o-f its being expressed behavi oral 1y .
The possibility that the cerebral hemispheres would be
di f f erent ial 1y employed during cognitive -facilitation and
inhibition of arousal seemed analogous to preliminary
findings on cerebral

lateralization in hysteric and

obsessive-compulsive personalities
1979).

(Smokier 8< Shevrin,

Data showed that the right hemisphere may be

relatively more active in the hysteric personality which is
characterized clinically by unconstrained emotionality and
diffuse and impressionistic cognition.

By contrast,

obsessive-compulsives evidenced relatively greater left
hemisphere activity.

Clinically, these individuals tend to

be emotionally inhibited and to employ a cognitive style
that is remarkably detai1-focused and analytic.
As previously discussed, findings of Shearer and
Tucker

(1981) and Tucker and Newman

(1981) showed how each

hemisphere's unique cognitive abilities may be involved in
regulating both sexual and aversive arousal.

Briefly,

regulatory strategies characterized by left hemisphere
cognition

(verbal and analytic thinking) were used more

often and were reported to be more effective for inhibiting
emotional arousal.

Conversely, right hemisphere strategies

(imaginative and global thinking)

were used more often to

facilitate arousal and were reported to be less effective
for inhibiting arousal.
Data on the affective expression of individuals with
neurological disorders also suggests lateralized

contributions of the hemispheres relevant to the regulation
of emotion.

Buck and Duffy

(1980) had patients with

unilateral brain damage, Parkinson's disease and
nonneurological disorders view emotionally arousing slides
while their facial and gestural responses were videotaped.
Left hemisphere damaged patients appeared deficient in the
ability to voluntarily inhibit emotional responsivity,
while right hemisphere damaged patients were less
expressive.

The authors speculated that the left

hemisphere may normally play an inhibitory role in
relationship to spontaneous nonverbal expressiveness which
is mediated by the right hemisphere.

The route by which

unilateral damage would alter this process was left
unspecified.

Based on a "contralateral disinhibition"

nation, damage in one hemisphere disinhibits, or "releases"
the emotional response of the opposite, or "contralateral"
hemisphere

(Sackeim, Weiman, G u r , Greenburg, Hungerbuhler 8<

Geschwind,

1982).

Thus,

left hemisphere damage would cause

increased right hemisphere activation and a functional
inability to modulate that hemisphere's usual propensity
for affective expression.
Recent studies also show that the anterior-posterior
position of the lesion within the hemisphere is important
to interpreting how emotional disinhibition occurs.

Data

indicate that the classical emotional responses seen in
unilateral brain damage, catastrophic with left damage and
indifferent with right, occur with frontal lobe damage
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only.

The different emotional responses are hypothesized

to result from a loss of the inhibitory function of the
frontal

lobe on the same side as the lesion

1982).

Thus, unilateral

frontal

(Finsett,

lobe damage would result

in disinhibiting activation in the posterior portions of
the same hemisphere as proposed by Tucker and others
(Tucker,

1981; Tucker et al . , 1981; Tucker 8< Dawson,

1984).

CHAPTER

II

PURPOSE AND HYPOTHESES
Purpose of the Present Study
The present experiment was designed to contribute
information on patterns of cortical activity and erectile
responding which parallel cognitive inhibition and
facilitation of sexual arousal

in a nonclinical sample.

The study was also intended to provide additional evidence
for differential hemispheric involvement in the regulation
of sexual arousal.
A number of considerations led to the choice of sexual
arousal as the emotional state.

First,

it is in a sense a

straight-forward instrumental emotion which can be measured
specifically

(Geer,

1980), as well as being an emotion of

considerable clinical

importance.

Second, EEG findings

show that the right hemisphere may be relatively more
active during sexual arousal
1985; Tucker

Dawson,

(e.g., A. S. Cohen et a l .,

1984), and neurological reports

demonstrate that orgasmic epilepsy is associated with right
hemisphere foci

(Flor-Henry,

1980).

Therefore, sexual

arousal is expected to engage the right hemisphere to a
greater degree than the left.

Data also indicate that

quantitative alterations in sexual arousal occur in
affective disorders which show dysfunction of the
frontotemporal regions of the right hemisphere
1980).

(Flor-Henry,

Specifically, hypersexuality is usually seen in the

manic state of manic-depressive disorder and hyposexuality
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is manifest during depression,

Just as euphoria and

depression may be associated with opposite levels of right
hemisphere activity (Tucker et al ., 1981), it is possible
that changes in sexual arousal could also be associated
with opposite levels of right hemisphere activity.

Maximum

tumescence may involve greater right hemisphere activation,
whereas relatively lower right hemisphere activity may
occur with minimal tumescence.

This would be congruent

with findings that right hemisphere activation was most
pronounced during maximum nocturnal penile tumescence and
least significant during detumescence periods (Hirshkowitz
et al., 1984; Rosen et al., in press).

Thus, sexual

arousal is a form of emotional arousal that would be
expected to involve right hemisphere arousal specifical 1y .
In addition,

quantitative changes in tumescence may be

reflected in relative changes in right hemisphere
acti vati on.
While it has been shown that cognitive mediators can
effectively alter sexual arousal, little is known about the
neuropsychological processes which are involved.

A handful

of studies, however, have examined central neurological
events associated with sexual arousal using a variety of
EEG measures to index cortical arousal.

The present study

utilized power in the alpha frequency band of the EEG as a
measure of cortical arousal level and an alpha symmetry
paradigm to test the hypothesis that the hemispheres may
contribute differentially during cognitive regulation of
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sexual arousal.

Given the paucity of research in this

area, focusing on EEG changes in just one frequency band
may be premature.
reasons:

None-the-1ess it was done for two

(a) to limit the scope of this investigation, and

(b) to adhere to the current paradigm in EEG research
investigating cerebral

lateralization of function relevant

to cognitive processes.
Tucker

(1981) proposed that cognitive processes which

would facilitate emotional arousal would draw on the right
hemisphere's unique capabilities and would be paralleled by
greater right versus left hemisphere activation.
Conversely,

inhibitory operations would draw on the left

hemisphere's unique cognitive capacities and be paralleled
by relatively greater left hemisphere activation.

In

addition to the differential cognitive contributions of the
hemispheres during emotional regulation, Tucker
hypothesized concurrent minimal cognitive involvement of
the opposite hemisphere (Tucker & Dawson,

1984).

Together

these formulations would suggest a relative asymmetry in
activation between the two hemispheres during cognitive
regulation of emotional arousal which would reverse between
regulatory conditions.

During cognitive facilitation of

arousal, greater right versus left hemisphere activation
would be expected, while cognitive inhibition of arousal
would result in relatively greater left hemisphere
activation.

In each case, alpha desynchrony,

less alpha

power, would indicate greater cortical activity.
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Although other emotional states such as depression and
anxiety apparently alter sexual arousal
both expected and unexpected

in ways that are

(e.g., Barlow et a l ., 1983),

few hypotheses have been offered to account for such
findings.

It is possible that antecedant or concurrent

affective arousal, for example,

"mild anxiety" or

excitement, may be associated with a state of general
physiological activation that is compatible with or
directly facilitates sexual arousal.

Similarly, depression

may be associated with a low level of physiological

arousal

which is incompatible with or has a direct inhibitory
effect on sexual responding.

It is possible that a

moderate level of general activation may be a necessary but
not sufficient condition for sexual arousal to occur.

Thus,

objective and subjective measures of general physiological
arousal are important in assessing whether experimental
manipulations affect sexual arousal as distinct from
general activation or unidimensional1y affect both.

In

addition to monitoring cortical arousal via the E E G , the
present study examined changes in self-reported general
activation as a function of external erotic stimulation and
of cognitive regulation of arousal.
Subjects in the present study, listened to erotic
stimuli and were directed to utilize naturalistic cognitive
strategies to inhibit and to facilitate sexual arousal.
They also heard sexually neutral stimuli with instructions
to listen only.

Patterns of EEG activity and tumescence
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changes were contrasted between arousal regulating
conditions, and also compared between conditions of erotic
and neutral auditory stimulation.

Analogous comparisons

were made for subjective measures of general activation and
sexual arousal.

To determine if they reflected

hypothesized differential contributions of the cerebral
hemispheres, the structural features of subjects' cognitive
strategies were also examined.
Hypotheses for Testing
Based on an integration of findings from
psychophysiological

studies of human sexual arousal and

from neuropsychological studies of differential hemispheric
contributions to cognitive and affective functioning, the
following hypotheses were proposed for the present study:
1.

When cognitively facilitating sexual arousal,

subjects will evidence greater tumescence than when they
are cognitively inhibiting arousal.
2.

When cognitively facilitating sexual arousal,

subjects will evidence greater right versus left hemisphere
activation
3.

(less alpha power).

To facilitate sexual arousal, subjects will

utilize cognitive strategies whose structural features are
suggestive of right hemisphere contributions.

Right

hemisphere strategies will be characterized by
predominantly imaginal, global, and impressionistic
thi nki n g .
4.

When cognitively inhibiting sexual arousal,
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subjects will evidence greater left versus right hemisphere
activation
5.

(less alpha power).

To inhibit sexual arousal, subjects will utilize

cognitive strategies whose structural features are
suggestive of left hemisphere contributions.

Left

hemisphere strategies will be characterized by
predominantly verbal, focused, and analytic thinking.
6.

When processing erotic material,

irrespective of

the regulatory condition, subjects will show greater
tumesence and greater right hemisphere activation

(less

alpha power) than when they are processing neutral
materi a l .
7.

Changes in subjective measures of general

activation and sexual arousal will parallel the objective
findings.

Subjects will report greater general activation

and sexual arousal for the regulatory condition in which
they cognitively facilitate versus inhibit sexual arousal,
and for the stimulus conditions in which they process
erotic versus neutral material.

CHAPTER

III

METHOD
Sub jects
University of North Dakota students were recruited by
psychology subject pool screening or by on-campus
information sheets inviting them to participate in a study
on mental control of sexual arousal.
reported to be heterosexual males,

All 30 subjects

18 to 34 years of age

(M = 24) who were right-handed and had no first-degree
relatives who were left-handed.

Subjects indicated that

their native language was English and that their hearing
and vision were adequate for participation in the study.
In addition, they reported being free from any major health
problems and treatments which are known to affect cerebral
or sexual functioning.
Before coming to the laboratory all potential

subjects

spoke with a research assistant about the experimental
procedure,

including the use of erotic tapes and genital

and EEG measures.

After receiving this description, only

those individuals who remained interested were scheduled
for an experimental session.

Two potential subjects chose

not to participate after learning more about the study's
procedures.
All subjects signed a detailed consent form which
delineated the risks and benefits involved in participating
in the study (see Consent Form, Appendix A).
Confidentiality and the opportunity to withdraw without
41
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penalty -from the experiment was assured all subjects.
Subjects -from the psychology pool received course credit
for their participation

(n = 23), while others were paid

*10 (n = 7).
Sti mulus Materi als
The neutral stimuli consisted of three different
audiotapes of narrative descriptions of natural sites of
interest in the United States.

This form of stimulus is an

auditory variant on the travelogue videotape which has been
presented preexposure to erotic videotapes to control for
possible stimulus-orienting response.

Preexposure to

material of this type reportedly has a neutral effect on
subsequent sexual arousal
Wolchik et a l ., 1980).

(Hoon, Wincze

H o o n , 1977;

The practice tape was approximately

2 min long and each neutral tape was about 7 min in
duration.
Exposure periods to neutral stimuli were used to
familiarise the subject with laboratory conditions, to
determine a baseline for penile erection, and to promote
detumescence following the presentation of an erotic
stimulus.

Other investigators have used inhibitory

cognitive strategies, such as mental arithmetic, for the
later purpose

(Wolchik et a l ., 1980).

Recommending the use

of such strategies in the present study, however, could
have clued subjects in such a way as to alter their choice
of regulatory strategies.

By contrast, the use of a

neutral condition to promote detumescence between erotic
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conditions does not directly suggest any approach to
arousal regulation.

This does not preclude the

possibility, however, that subjects may have inferred the
inhibitory purpose of the intervening condition.
The erotic stimuli consisted of two different
audiotapes in which a woman described a heterosexual couple
engaged in sexually suggestive play, extensive foreplay and
then intercourse.

Pretesting conducted by Heiman

(1975)

reportedly determined that a female narrator was preferred
by male subjects and that the scripts for each tape were
equally sexually arousing

(Heiman,

1977).

Prior research

also demonstrated that this type of auditory erotic
stimulation reliably produced sexual arousal
subjects

(Geer 8< Fuhr, 1976).

in nonclinical

Each erotic tape was

approximately 7 min long.
All stimuli were recorded on audiotape cassette by the
same female voice and played through a Panasonic stereo
cassette recorder.

Subjects listened to recordings via

Sonic Pro X25M lightweight stereo headphones with balanced
volume output to both ears.
Measures
Screening Materi als.

These included a screening

inventory, the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory
1971), and the Beck Depression Inventory
Mendelson, Mock & Erbaugh,

1961).

(Beck, Ward,

The screening inventory

provided a brief assessment of potential
and handedness

(Oldfield,

subjects' health

Subjects were asked if they had current or
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past major health problems including such disorders as
epilepsy, diabetes, and depression.

They were also asked

if they were taking or had ever taken medications such as
anticonvulsants, antihypertensives, and neuroleptics.

Only

subjects reporting right-handedness, no family history of
sinistrality, and a negative health history for problems
and treatments known to affect cerebral and sexual
functioning were selected to participate in the study.
Individuals who were left-handed, or overtly right-handed
with a family history of left-handedness, were excluded
because these persons generally deviate from the classical
pattern of left cerebral dominance.

As a result they show

differences in both the nature and extent of cerebral
asymmetries of function

(Glass, Butler 8< Carter,

1984).

The Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (EHI) as modified
by Oldfield

(1971) served as an uncomplicated and concise

method of further assessing subjects' handedness in a
quantitative fashion.

Although inadequate as a sole means

of assessing cerebral dominance, the EHI has been used in
both clinical and experimental settings as a secondary
screening device.

The EHI asks the subject to indicate his

hand preference in ten activities such as writing,
throwing, and opening a box.

A laterality quotient

derived which indicates left

(-) or right

and the degree of handedness

(LQ -100 to +100)

(LQ) is

(+) handedness
Responses

to the EHI indicated that all subjects in the study had an
LQ of +73 or greater

(M = 92) confirming clear
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right-handedness.
The Beck Depression Inventory

(Beck et a l ., 1961)

consists of 21 sets of four statements each.
one set includes the statements:
(b) I feel sad,
out of it, and
stand it.

For example,

(a) I do not feel sad,

(c) I am sad all the time and I can't snap
(d) I am so sad or unhappy that I can't

The subject selects the statement from each set

that best describes how he has been feeling during the past
week.

A subject's total score on the Beck is said to

reflect mood variations from normal ups and downs
through extreme clinical depression

040).

<<11)

Because of the

high incidence of secondary impotence and impaired sexual
interest with clinical depression
Masters

Johnson,

within the normal

(Kaplan,

1983; Kolodny,

1979), only those individuals who scored
(0-10) and mild mood disturbance

ranges on the Beck were accepted into the study

(11-16)

(M = 4,

Range 0-12).
F'hysi ol ogi cal Measures:

Central .

Cortical activity

was monitored by an electroencephalogram.
in a small, quiet experimental room.

Each subject sat

EEG signals were

recorded by an Electro-cap IX from the left and right
frontal

(F3 8< F4) , temporal

and occipital
Twenty System.

(01 ?< 02)

(T3 & T4) , parietal

(P3 8< P4) ,

locations in the International Ten

These electrodes were referenced to linked

earlobes

(Al 8< A2) balanced for impedance with a vertex

ground.

Measured by a Grass Company Impedance Meter,

electrode impedance at each location was less than 4
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ki1ohms.
The EEG was amplified with low noise, opticallycoupled, battery-powered amplifiers with a measured time
constant of
filtered

0.1 s.

The amplified EEG was low pass

(30 Hz, -3dB) and then digitized on a laboratory

computer at a sampling rate of 128 samples per channel per
second.

EEG data acquisition was synchronized with

stimulus presentation by the experimenter and 6-min
response periods were collected for each experimental
condition.

Sampling commenced 25 s after voice onset,

continued for 360 s, ending approximately 25 s prior to the
end of the audiotape presentation.

In addition 30 s of

resting EEG were collected at the beginning of the
experi ment.
Following the experiment, the raw EEG for each session
for each subject was displayed on a graphics terminal.
Each 1—s epoch, containing the signals from each of the
eight channels, was edited for extracerebral artifacts,
such as eye movement and muscle activity, and discarded
where appropriate.

Editing was performed by the

investigator who was trained by an experienced EEG
technician.

Training consisted of:

(a) a review of static

examples of all forms of extracerebral

artifact, and

(b) editing sessions in which the investigator observed and
demonstrated visual analyses of EEG signals for artifacts.
Lastly, edited data from the experiment were selectively
and independently checked for the application of editing
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standards.

Despite careful training and editing, the

editing step in EEG data analysis can be a source of
potential bias.

According to Johnson

editing can be influenced by:
(b) effects of fatigue, and

(1980), visual

(a) subjective bias,

(c> shifting standards from one

editing session to the next.
Analysis of the edited data involved a series of
procedures designed to differentiate the complex EEG
signals into their elementary frequencies.

After each

edited epoch was tapered with a Hanning window, a Fast
Fourier Transform

(FFT) was utilised to convert the EEG

signals from the time domain to the frequency domain.

The

FFT is a fast method of computer calculation of Fourier
coefficients.

The FFT produced power spectra with 1 Hz

frequency resolution.
(1-3 Hz), theta

Total power in each of the delta

(4-7 Hz), alpha

(8-12 Hz), and beta 1

(13-18 Hz) frequency bands was extracted from each spectrum
and averaged to yield one power value per frequency band
per electrode site per &-min experimental condition.

In

addition, a mean power value for each frequency for each
electrode site was derived for the 30-s baseline period.
For the purposes of the present study only the mean power
values derived for the alpha frequency band were used for
the experimental analyses.
F‘hysi ol oqi cal Measures:

Peripheral .

Penile

tumescence was monitored via a mercury-in-si1astic strain
gauge (Parks Electronics), which reflects changes in penile
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circumference as an approximately linear function of the
resistance of the mercury column within the gauge
Keefe,

1978).

(Rosen 8<

Resistance changes in the gauge were

converted to proportional voltage output by means of a
bridge amplifier circuit.

The analog signals from the

strain gauge were digitised on a laboratory computer at a
sampling rate of 128 samples per second.

This provided

on-line digital representation of the tumescence response.
To coincide with the timing of the EEG recording,
tumescence values were collected over the same 1-s epochs
for each period of data recording.

Analogous to the EEG

power values generation, these 1-s tumescence values were
averaged to yield one tumescence value per <b-min
experimental condition.

In addition, a mean tumescence

value was derived for the 30-s baseline period.

Averaging

the total area under the response curve in this manner has
been found to produce reliable quantification of penile
tumescence over time (Abel, Blanchard, Murphy, Becker 8<
Djenderedjian, 1981).
Calibration of the strain gauge was performed before
and after each experimental session by means of cylinders
30, 35 and 40 mm in diameter.

In order to convert

subjects' A/D tumescence values to millimeters of
circumference, a multiplier was derived for each session.
The multiplier was based on means of the pre- and post
session calibrations for the gauge used.

Gauges were

sterilized and maintained according to currently accepted
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laboratory procedures

(Geer,

1978,

1980; J.H. Geer,

personal communication, November 2, 1983).
Self-report Measures.

Subjects completed the

Activation-Deactivation Adjective Checklist
(Thayer,

(AD-ACL)

1967) at baseline and immediately -following each

experimental presentation.

The AD-ACL instructs subjects

to respond to a list of adjectives on the basis of how well
the adjective describes their feelings at the moment.
Subjects rate 50 non-directional adjectives on a 4-point
symbolic scale representing
slightly,

(a) definitely feel,

(b) feel

(c) cannot decide, or (d) definitely do not feel.

Using 28 activation adjectives, subjects describe their
momentary activation level.

The activation adjectives are

embedded along with nonactivation, mood-describing
adjectives

(e.g., defiant, blue, affectionate)

in an effort

to disguise the intent of the test.
Based on responses to the AD-ACL four independent
activation factors

(Thayer,

activation dimensions
derived.

(Thayer, 1978a, 1978b) can be

The unipolar activation factors are:

Activation

(c) High Activation

(e.g., sleepy, tired, drowsy),

(e.g., jittery, fearful, clutched up),

(d) General Deactivation

calm).

(a) General

(e.g., lively, full of pep, energetic),

(b) Deactivation-Sleep

and

1967) and two general

(e.g., at rest, quiescent,

The bipolar activation dimensions are Activation

Dimension A and Activation Dimension B.

The first is a

general arousal continuum based on combining the General
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Activation and Deactivation-Sleep -factors, while the later
combines the High Activation and General Deactivation
factors into a stress-anxiety continuum.

For the purposes

of the present study, the factors of General Activation and
Activation Dimension A were selected for particular
investigation.

General Activation was chosen because it

has consistently higher correlations with physiological
measures of arousal, for example, heart rate, than do the
other unipolar activation factors

(Thayer,

1970).

When

activation was experimentally manipulated by the
introduction of an activation-inducing task, serial-12
subtractions from 1000, Activation Dimension A scores also
demonstrated significant correlations with measures of
global physiological arousal - pulse rate, respiration
rate, and skin resistance level
Vermillion,

(Clements, Hafer &

1976).

After each experimental presentation subjects rated
the degree of sexual arousal which they experienced during
that presentation on a 5-point scale.

Ratings ranged from

1 (not at all aroused) to 5 (as aroused as I've ever been).
For each erotic presentation they also rated their success
at facilitating and inhibiting sexual arousal from 5 (as
successful as possible) to 1 (not at all successful).
These ratings were embedded in similar ratings of the
erotic value of the tapes and subjects' degree of
relaxation

(Subjective Report for Each Tape, Appendix B ) .

At the conclusion of the session, subjects answered
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eight general

questions about the content of the

presentations in order to confirm their attending

(Content

Questions, Appendix B ) . They also wrote a brief narrative
describing the cognitive strategies they used

(Free

Description of Cognitive Strategies, Appendix B ) .

Subjects

then classified a list of 35 other strategies as personally
facilitating or inhibiting sexual arousal and indicated
whether or not they utilised any of these strategies during
the experimental session

(Classification of Cognitive

Strategies, Appendix C ) .
Strategies for this list were generated by faculty and
graduate students of the psychology department before
experimental data collection was initiated.

A memo was

sent to all members of the department asking that each
anonymously describe cognitive strategies which he/she
might use to inhibit and to facilitate sexual arousal while
listening to an erotic tape.
one female responded.

A sample of five males and

In addition, pilot subjects who were

primarily department members, described the strategies
which they had used to regulate arousal during the pilot
sessions.

These strategies were pooled and became the list

of other strategies which experimental subjects classified
and endorsed.
Lastly subjects completed the Sexual Behavior
Inventory (Bentler,

1968), a 21-item scale which assesses

sexual experience in conventional heterosexual acts
(M = 17.8, SJD = 4.5).

Bentler

(1968) reported means and

standard deviations of 11.14 and 6 . 8 6 , and 14.48 and 6.15
for two college samples.

Thus the present sample appears

to be both heterosexual 1y-oriented and at least as sexually
experienced as Bentler's original samples.
Procedure
Before coming to the laboratory all subjects received
a complete description of the study including its goals and
procedures, risks and benefits.

All subjects were tested

individually between 0800 and 1300 hours in order to limit
changes in general physiological arousal which occur
naturally during the diurnal cycle.

Each session lasted

approximately two hours and was conducted by a male
research assistant.
After giving informed written consent, subjects were
seated in a semirec1ining chair in a small, private room.
The EEG cap was applied by the assistant and subjects were
instructed on ways to minimize both EEG and tumescence
recording artifacts.

Verbal and illustrated instructions

for the placement of the strain gauge were then provided.
Subjects were directed to position the gauge just behind
the coronal ridge and then to lead the gauge wires out over
the edge of the pants.

Before subjects positioned the

strain gauge, the assistant left the room and locked the
door.

The door remained locked throughout the experiment

with the assistant using a key for re-entry.

After

subjects indicated over an intercom that they were
reclothed and ready, the assistant reentered the room and

adjusted all recording equipment tor the physiological
measures.

During the experiment the assistant gave pretape

instructions in the room, turned oft the lights and left
the room tor the recording periods.

Atter each recording

he reentered the room to direct the subject in completing
selt-report measures and to give instructions tor the next
tape.
The session began with an overview ot the experiment
and directions tor general relaxation and tor maintaining
eyes closed during all recording periods.

Subjects were

then instructed to "just listen" to the practice tape in
order to become tamiliar with the environment and the
general procedure to be followed during the experiment.

As

they listened to this tape subjects' EEG and tumescence
recordings were monitored by an on-line display and
stabilisation of EEG and tumescence responses was verified.
Adequate tape volume and subject comfort were also
conf irmed.
Following the adaptation period, a 30-s baseline
recording of EEG and tumescence was obtained.

Subjects

were instructed in general relaxation again and sat quietly
with eyes closed during the recording.

Following the

baseline period, subjects listened to a set sequence of
four tapes:

neutral, erotic, neutral, and erotic.

Each

tape was preceded by directions for general relaxation and
for maintaining eyes closed until the tape was over.
Instructions for the neutral tapes were to "just listen to
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the entire tape."
to:

Instructions -for the erotic tapes were

(a) "Use whatever mental processes work best for you

to stop and inhibit feelings of sexual arousal which you
may experience while listening to the following tape," and
(b) "use whatever mental processes work best for you to
allow and facilitate feelings of sexual arousal which you
may experience while listening to the following tape."
During each experimental condition subjects' EEG and
tumescence responses were recorded.
At the end of the tape presentations, the research
assistant removed the subject's EEG cap.

Subjects were

then left in private to remove the strain gauge.

After the

subject indicated his readiness over the intercom the
assistant returned to the room.

Subjects then completed

the final set of self-report measures and were formally
debriefed

(see Debriefing, Appendix D > .

In addition

subjects' questions and any personal concerns associated
with the experiment were responded to without delay.
Desi qn
Subjects were randomly assigned to one of eight orders
of audiotape presentations in a repeated measures design.
The tape content for each type of stimulus and the arousal
regulating directions for the erotic stimuli were
counterbalanced to control for order effects
erotic 2/4 x erotic inhibit/faci1itate).
were:

(a) 1-2F-3-4I, (b) 1-2I-3-4F,

(d) 1-4I-3-2F,

(e) 3-2F-1-4I,

(neutral

1/3 x

The tape orders

(c> 1-4F-3-2I,

(f) 3-2I-1-4F,

(g) 3-4F-1-2I,

and

(h) 3-4I-1-2F.
The only between-subjects factor was presentation

(inhibit first, facilitate second/faci1itate first, inhibit
second).

The within-subjects factors were stimulus

(neutral/erotic) and strategy

(inhibit/faci1itate).

Tape

content for each type of stimulus was treated as a design
variable only.

The dependent physiological variables were

EEG alpha power measures and tumescence amplitude measures.
For the dependent variable, alpha power measures, there
were two additional within-subjects factors:
(left/right)

hemisphere

and bilateral electrode positions

(frontal/temporal/parietal/occipital>.

Scores on Thayer's

General Activation and Activation Dimension A factors and
self-reported levels of sexual arousal served as subjective
measures of state activation and sexual arousal.

CHAPTER

IV

RESULTS
Coqni ti ve Strategies
Raters and Rating Procedure.

Subjects' naturalistic

cognitive strategies were classified by four independent
raters.

Each strategy was classified on the dimensions of

arousal regulation

(inhibit/faci1itate) and cognitive style

(left/right hemisphere).

Raters 1 and 2 were biased

experts, while raters 3 and 4 were trained, paid volunteers
from the general community.
and 2 and 4 were male.

Raters 1 and 3 were female,

Subjects' strategies

(n = 60) were

embedded with 35, nonsubject-generated strategies

(see

Classification of Cognitive Strategies, Appendix B) and all
were randomly mixed.

The latter were included to establish

rater agreement on a different pool of strategies, as well
as on subject-generated strategies, and to disguise
identification of subjects' strategies.
Raters decided if each strategy would inhibit or would
facilitate feelings of sexual arousal

(I/F).

They also

determined if the strategy was characterized by
predominantly verbal, focused, and analytic thinking or by
predominant1y imaginal, global, and impressionistic
thinking

(Style 1/2).

If the rater experienced difficulty

rating a strategy on either arousal regulation or style of
thinking, a "Don't know" option was provided for each
di mensi o n .
Style 1, the code for left hemisphere cognition, was
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to be rated i -f a subject reported verbal reasoning,
rationalization, sequential handling of information,
focused/detai1ed perceptions,
apart style of thinking.

and/or an analytic/taking

A training example of Style 1

thinking was, "I recited prose passages that I had
memorized as a child."

Style 2, the code for right

hemisphere cognition, was to be rated if a subject reported
mental/visual imagery,

fantasies, parallel processing of

information, diffuse/global

perceptions, and/or an

impressionistic/integrative, putting together style of
thinking.

"I tried to visualize the sexual encounter.

I

tried to imagine the touches so I could be turned on too,"
was a training example of Style 2 thinking.
The nonexpert raters were naive to the hypothesized
relationship between hemisperic asymmetry of cognitive
style and emotional regulation.

Their training emphasized

that ratings on each dimension were distinct and separate.
Thus, for each strategy any combination of two ratings was
possible.

A strategy could be rated as Inhibit Style 1,

Inhibit Style 2, Facilitate Style 1, or Facilitate Style 2.
Rater Agreement.

For .95 (57/60) of subjects'

strategies, the classification on the arousal regulation
dimension was the same for all four raters.

Rater

agreement for nonsubject-generated strategies was .89.
Raters apparently found subjects' strategies readily
classifiable as inhibitory or facilitory and congruent with
experimental conditions.

Only one strategy was deemed to
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be a reversal, that is, under inhibit directions the
subject reported using a strategy which was rater
classified as -facilitating arousal.

Assuming that

subjects' reported strategies reflect their cognitive
processing during experimental conditions,

it appears that

nearly all subjects followed the experimental

instructions

concerning arousal regulation.
Given the greater difficulty involved in rating
cognitive strategies on the dimension of cognitive style,
the criterion for agreement among raters on this dimension
was set at three of four.

Agreement among raters for

subjects' naturalistic strategies was .75 (45/60); for
nonsubject-generated strategies it was .71.

Greater rater

agreement was evidenced for hemispheric classifications of
subjects' facilitate strategies (.90) than for their
inhibit strategies

(.60).

Between-rater agreement on the

cognitive style dimension of subjects' strategies ranged
from .75 to .63, while for nonsubject-generated strategies
they ranged from .74 to .54.

Greatest agreement between

raters for the total pool of strategies was evidenced
between the two naive raters
expert raters

(.72) and between the two

(.71).

Examples of strategies that elicited agreement among
all raters on both arousal regulation and cognitive style
dimensions are displayed in Table 1.

It is notable that no

Facilitate Left strategies are included.

Few strategies

were classified as Facilitate Left, and none so classified
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elicited agreement among even three raters.
Table 1
Strategies Classi tied by Arousal Regulati on And Cogniti ve
Style
Inhibit Lett
I started thinking about my studies, my financial
difficulties and all the things about sex that make me
feel sick (S).
Tried to think about hard work to get my mind off what was
happening in the tape.
Also I kept telling myself that
this was nothing that was that exciting and it would not
effect me (S).
I'm remodeling a basement, so I measured out all the stud
work in my head (S) .
Trying to concentrate on anything and ignore the tape.
I
thought of how I would prepare for an exam and a trip
out of town (S).
Selecting occassional words from the tape and spelling
each (NS).
Telling myself good and moral people don't act like that
(NS) .
Inhibit Right
Putrid smell, thoughts of unattractive women, unsexy
experiences (S).
Concentrate quite actively on something far removed from
what I was hearing - in my case a placid mountain lake
in the fall of the year (S).
Imagining the couple in the tape to be grotesquely ugly
(NS) .
Imagining pain or a past, physically painful experience
(NS) .
Faci1itate Ri ght
Tried to picture everything vividly in my mind as well as
trying to put myself in the place of the young man (S).
I tried to create a mental image of the woman's body (S).
I tried to picture myself in the situation that was going
on.
I pictured myself having intercourse with the girl
and tried to form a picture or sensation of what it felt
like.
Sometimes placing faces of girls I would like to
have intercourse with in the girl's place (S).
Remembering a previous pleasurable sexual experience (NS).
Picturing the woman in the tape as very attractive (NS).
Note;

S = subject-generated. NS = nonsubject-generated.

McNeroar Tests of Change.

The categorised, nominal

data for each rater were organised in a fourfold table of
frequencies and analysed with the HcNemar Test of Change.
For this procedure only those subjects whose reported
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strategies could be classified on both the arousal
regulation and cognitive style dimensions were considered.
Subjects were then categorized according to the cognitive
styles which characterized each of their regulatory
strategies.

For example, a subject was tallied in the

category Facilitate Right,

Inhibit Left if his reported

facilitory strategy was characterized by right hemisphere
cognition and his inhibitory strategy was characterized by
left hemisphere cognition.

Table 2 presents subject

categorizations for each rater.
Table 2
Subject Cateaori zati ons b* Rater and Rater Agreement
Rater
Category
Facil
Facil
Facil
Facil

R,
R,
L,
L,

Inhibit
Inhibit
Inhibit
Inhibit

L
R
L
R

Rater
Agreement

1

2

3

4

18
3

9
12
0
0

13
10
1
3

16
5

0
0

0

i

Note; Facil = facilitate.
R = right hemisphere.
hemisphere.
“Based on a minimum of three raters.

12
4
0
0
L = left

As these data indicate, there were differences among
the raters in the number of subjects categorized and in
their category assignment.

There was, however, a pattern

suggesting that strategies characterized by right
hemisphere cognition were used by more subjects to
facilitate arousal than were strategies characterized by
left hemisphere cognition.

By contrast, strategies

characterized by either left or right hemisphere cognition
were used to inhibit arousal.

Three of four raters'

categorizations also suggested that more subjects using
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right hemisphere strategies to -facilitate arousal would
also use left hemisphere strategies for inhibition.
The first pattern, Facilitate R>Facilitate L, was
tested with the binomial test after collapsing across the
inhibit dimension.

For each rater the probability of the

observed difference in frequencies in the hypothesised
direction was £<.001.

The second pattern,

Inhibit

O I n h i b i t R when Facilitate R, was tested with the McNemar
Test of Change.

Only the observed difference in

frequencies for rater 1,

3 (1, N = 21) = 9.33, £<.01, and

rater 4, X.2 (l, N = 22) = 4.76, £<.05, were significant.
Given the small number of frequencies observed for the
Facilitate L categories, the pattern,

Inhibit R>Inhibit L

when Facilitate L, was not tested.
In a subsequent examination of the data, subject
categorisations that elicited agreement among three of the
four raters were organised in a fourfold table of
frequencies and analysed with the McNemar Test of Change.
Thus, a subject was tallied in the category Facilitate R,
Inhibit R if both of his arousal regulating strategies were
characterised by right hemisphere cognition according to at
least three raters.

The observed frequencies are reported

in the last column of Table 2.

The differences in

frequencies, Facilitate R, Inhibit L>Facilitate L, Inhibit
L, and Facilitate R, Inhibit L>Facilitate L, Inhibit R were
significant, X 52(1 , N = 12) = 10.08, £<.01.

Whereas, the

difference between Facilitate R, Inhibit L and Facilitate
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R, Inhibit R was not significant, ^ ^ ( l ,

N = 16) = 3.06.

Subject Endorsement of Other Strategi e s .

The

nonsubject-generated strategies were rated by subjects as
inhibiting or facilitating sexual arousal.

Subjects also

specified whether or not they used any of these strategies
during the experiment.
derived:

For each strategy two values were

(a) the proportion of subject ratings agreeing

with that strategy's arousal regulation classification, and
(b) the proportion of subjects who reported using the
strategy in accordance with its arousal regulation
classification
Appendix B ) .

(see Classification of Cognitive Strategies,
Subject agreement on each strategy's

regulatory c 1assification ranged from 1.00 (30/30 subjects)
to .63 (M = .93).

Strategies that at least .70 of the

subjects reported using during the experiment are included
in Table 3.
Table 3
Other Strategi es Used by Sub jects
Facilitate
Being receptive to what I was hearing; taking it in (No
agreement).
Visualising what was happening on the tape (R).
Remembering a previous pleasurable sexual experience (R).
Imagining myself as the male participant in the tape (R).
Picturing the woman in the tape as very attractive (R>.
Focusing on my physical sensations of becoming aroused (No
agreement).
Inhibit
Thinking about something else which is nonsexual, like
school work (L).
Note: R = right hemisphere. L = left hemisphere.
Cognitive style classification in parentheses.
In summary, to facilitate sexual arousal subjects
reported using cognitive strategies whose structural
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■features were suggestive o-f right hemisphere contributions.
Both rater c 1 assi f icat ion o-f subjects' naturalistic
strategies and subject endorsement of Facilitate Right
strategies indicated that -facilitory strategies were
characterized by imaginal, global, and impressionistic
thinking.

To inhibit sexual arousal, however, subjects

reported using cognitive strategies whose structural
■features were suggestive of contributions from the left and
the right hemisphere.

Rater classification of subjects'

naturalistic strategies demonstrated that inhibitory
strategies were characterized by verbal, focal, and
analytic thinking, as well as right hemisphere cognition.
In addition, subjects infrequently endorsed using Inhibit
Left strategies.
Self-Reports of Sexual Arousal and State Acti vati on
The subjective measures of sexual arousal and state
activation

(General Activation and Activation Dimension A)

were analysed with a repeated measures, mixed analysis of
varaiance:

2 (Presentation)

x 2 (Strategy:

inhibit/faci1itate) x 2 (Stimulus:
presentation

neutral/erotic).

Only

(inhibit first, facilitate second/faci1itate

first, inhibit second) was a between-subjects factor.

For

clarity, the two presentations will be referred to
hereafter as Ii, F 3 and F x , I2 respectively.

For purposes

of the analysis, the strategy factor was applied to both
types of stimulus data.

The reader is reminded, however,

that experimentally the strategy variable was applied to
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erotic stimuli only.

All post-hoc comparisons were made

with the Newman-Keuls multiple means comparison test.
Sexual Arousal .

Mean sexual arousal values -for each

experimental condition by presentation are displayed in
Table 4.

The analysis of variance (Presentation x Strategy

x Stimulus) computed on the subjective ratings of sexual
arousal yielded significant main effects of strategy,
F <1,26) = 13.04, £< .01, and stimulus, F (1,28) = 255.15,
£<.001, as well as a strategy by stimulus interaction,
F (1 ,28) = 26.06, £<.001, MS. = .16.

Analysis of the

interaction indicated that subjects reported greater sexual
arousal to erotic stimuli than to neutral stimuli with this
difference being greatest between prefaci1itate and
facilitate conditions
greater sexual

<£<01>.

Subjects also reported

arousal as a function of strategy,

faci1itate>inhibit, for erotic stimuli only

(£<.01)

(see

Table 5).
Table 4
Mean Sel f--Reported Sexual Arousal for Exper i mental
Condi t ions
Presentati on
Condition
Prei nhi bi t
Inhibit
F'ref aci 1 itate
Faci1itate
Note:

L ^

Fs>

1.13 (.52)
2.73 (.80)
1.00 (.00)
3.47 (.64)

F i ,_ I2
1. 13
2.40
1.13
3. 00

.

(. 52)
(.91)
(. 35)
(.66)

SD in parentheses.

The main effect of presentation was not significant,
but there was a presentation by stimulus interaction,
F (1,28) = 4.29, £<.05, MS. = .38.

Analysis of the
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interaction revealed a consistent effect of stimulus,
erotic>neutral, which was greatest for subjects in the I lf
Fa* presentation

(£<.01).

In addition, for erotic stimuli

only It, F 2 subjects reported greater sexual arousal than
did F x , Is. subjects

<£<.05)

(see Table 6).

Table 5
Mean Self-Reported Sexual Arousal by Stimulus by Strategy
Sti mulus
Strategy
Inhibit
Facilitate

Neutral

Eroti c

1.13*
1.07^

2.57
3.23

Note: “ Inhibit Neutral = preinhibit conditions.
^Facilitate Neutral = prefaci1itate conditions.
Table 6
Mean Self-Reported Sexual Arousal by Stimulus by
Presentation
Sti mulus
Presentat ion
Ii,
Fi,

F=
1=

Neutral

Eroti c

1.07
1.13

3.10
2.70

General Activation.

Mean General Activation values

for baseline and for each experimental condition were
derived for the total sample and for each presentation
Table 7).

(see

The three-factor analysis of variance

(Presentation x Strategy x Stimulus)

performed on the

General Activation values for the experimental conditions
showed significant main effects of strategy, F(l,28) =
5.10, £<.05, and stimulus, F(l,28) = 29.20, £<.001, as well
as a strategy by stimulus interaction, F(l,28) = 12.09,
£<.0i), MS. = .10.

Subsequent analysis revealed that
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subjects reported greater General Activation to erotic
stimuli than to neutral

stimuli with the greatest erotic-

neutral difference being reported between prefacilitate and
facilitate conditions

<£<.01).

In addition, the

interaction reflects that the effect of strategy,
faci1itate>inhibit, is only for erotic stimuli

<£<-01)

(see

Table 8).
Table 7
Mean Self-Reported General Activation for A11 Conditions
Total

Presentation
11 . F a

Condition
Baseli ne
Preinhibit
Inhibit
Prefaci1itate
Faci1itate
Note:

2.06
1.79
2.08
1.70
2. 38

(.80)
(.81)
(.82)
(. 79)
(.81 )

1.96
1.73
2. 16
1.59
2.52

(.75)
(. 72)
(.76)
(.78)
(.68)

Fi . I_a
2. 16
1.84
1.99
1.80
2 23

(.87)
(.92)
<.89)
(.82)
(.92)

SD in parentheses.

Table 8
Mean Self-Reported General Activation by Stimulus by
Strateav
Sti mulus
Strateav
Inhibit
Faci1itate

Neutral

Eroti c

1.79
1.70

2.08
2. 38

The main effect of presentation was not significant,
but there was a significant presentation by stimulus
interaction, F(l,28) = 4.69, £<.05* MS. = .24.

The

interaction indicated a consistent effect of stimulus,
erotic>neutral, which was greater for subjects in the order
I i, Fz (£<.01) than for those in the order Fi,
(see Table 9).

I2 <£<.05)
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Table 9
Mean Sel f-Reported General Activation by Stimulus by
Presentati on
St imulus
Presentat ion
Ii, F 2
Ft, Ia

Neutral

Erotic

1.66
1.82

2.34
2.11

Activation Pi mensi on A.

Mean Activation Dimension A

values for baseline and for each experimental condition
were derived for the total sample and for each presentation
(see Table 10).

The three-factor analysis of variance

(Presentation >: Strategy x Stimulus) computed on the
Activation Dimension A values yielded a significant main
effect of type of stimulus, F(l,28) = 29.83, £<.001, and a
stimulus by strategy interaction, F(l,28) = 7.95, £<.01,
MS. = .08.

Analysis of the interaction showed a consistent

effect of stimulus, erotic>neutral, which was greatest
between prefaci1itate and facilitate conditions

(£<.01).

It also reflected the fact that the effect of strategy,
faci1itate>inhibit, was only on erotic stimuli

(£<.05)

(see

Table 11).
Table 10
Mean Acti vati on Pi mensi on A Values for A11 Condi ti ons
Total
Condition
Baseli ne
Preinhibit
Inhibit
Prefaci1itate
Facilitate

Note;

Presentati on
11 . F a
l

2» 33
2.07
2.42
1.97
2.62

(. 76)
(. 78)
(. 74)
(. 72)
(.74)

SD in parentheses.

2.28
2. 14
2. 63
1.96
2. 79

(. 72)
(.74)
(.61)
(. 71)
(.61)

Fx

, I*

2. 38 (. 83)
1.99 (. 83)
2. 21 (.75)
1.97 (. 75)
2.45 (. 85)
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Table 11
Mean Act i vat ion Pi uiensi on A Val ues by Sti mul us by Strategy
Stimulus
Strategy

Neutral

Erotic

2.07
1.97

2.42
2.62

Inhibit
Facilitate

Baseline Analyses on State Activation Measures.

A

two-factor, repeated measures analysis of variance
(Presentation >: Baseline:
prefacilitate)

baseline, preinhibit,

was performed on each of the measures of

state activation.

The analysis computed on General

Activation yielded a significant main effect of baseline
only, F(2,56) = 8.42, p<.001.

When averaged across

presentation order, means comparisons showed significant
differences between baseline

(M = 2.06) and preinhibit

conditions (M = 1.79), and between baseline and
prefacilitate conditions (M = 1.70)

(gK.01).

The

difference between preinhibit and prefacilitate conditions
was insignificant.

The analysis computed on Activation

Dimension A also yielded a significant main effect of
baseline, F(2,56) = 9.28, p_<.001, replicating the pattern
of significant effects, baseline>preinhibit and
baseline>prefacilitate.
order, the means were:

When averaged across presentation
baseline

and prefacilitate (1.97).

(2.33), preinhibit

(2.07)
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Difference Score Analvses on State Activation
Measures■

Given the significant between baseline

differences in state activation, additional analyses were
run on the state activation measures using a difference
score method.

For each measure, General Activation and

Activation Dimension A, change scores were derived by
subtracting each subject's baseline state activation value
from his state activation value for each experimental
condition.

For each state activation measure a three-

factor analysis of variance

(Presentation >: Strategy >:

Stimulus) was then performed on the mean change scores for
each experimental condition.
For General Activation, the results using change
scores were the same as those using the mean General
Activation values.

The analysis yielded significant main

effects of strategy, faci1itate>inhibit, F(l,28) = 5.10,
£<•05, of stimulus, erotic>neutral , F(l,28) = 29.20,
£<.001, and a strategy by stimulus interaction, F(l,28)
12.09, £<.01, MS. = .10.

=

For the strategy by stimulus

interaction, two effects were found:
(a) faci1itate>inhibit for erotic stimuli only, and
(b) erotic>neutral differences which were greatest between
prefacilitate and facilitate conditions.

Once again the

main effect of presentation was not significant, but a
significant presentation by stimulus interaction was
demonstrated, erotic>neutral difference greatest for
presentation I1? F= , F(l,28)

= 4.69, £<.05, MS. = .24.
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The analysis computed on Activation Dimension A change
scores yielded essentially equivalent results to those
using the mean Activation Dimension A values.

It showed a

significant effect of stimulus, erotic>neutral, F(l,28) =
29.83, p<.001, and a stimulus by strategy interaction,
faci1itate>inhibit for erotic stimuli only, F(l,28) = 7.95,
^<.01, MS, = .08.
presentation,

In addition a main effect of

F(l,28) = 5.07, £<.05, emerged.

When means

were averaged across all experimental conditions, means
comparisons revealed greater state activation for the
presentation Ix, Fa (M = .099) than for F x , I= <M = -.225).
In summary, subjects reported greater sexual arousal
for the regulatory condition in which they cognitively
facilitated sexual arousal as compared to the condition in
which they inhibited arousal.

Subjects also reported

greater sexual arousal for the stimulus conditions in which
they processed erotic material as compared to conditions in
which they processed neutral material.

This erotic>neutral

difference was greatest for Ix , F2 subjects.

When

processing erotic material, these subjects also reported
greater subjective sexual arousal than did F x , la subjects.
Analyses on the mean state activation values

(General

Activation and Activation Dimension A) demonstrated that
subjects reported greater general activation for the
facilitate than for the inhibit condition, and for erotic
stimulus conditions than for neutral conditions.

I , Fa

subjects also reported the greatest difference in general
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activation as a function of type of stimulus
Activation only).

(General

Comparable analyses using a difference

score method yielded essentially equivalent results.
addition,

In

I x , F= subjects reported greater state activation

(Activation Dimension A only)

across experimental

conditions than did F x , Ia subjects.

Lastly, the analyses

performed on the baseline conditions revealed that subjects
reported greater general activation at baseline than for
either neutral condition.
Peni1e Tumescence Data
Each subject's mean A/D tumescence values for baseline
and the four experimental conditions were derived.

As

previously described these values were converted into mm of
penile circumference in order to promote generalisation
across studies.

Table 12 displays for each condition the

mean tumescence values in mm of circumference for the total
sample

(n = 28) and for each presentation.

Although data

were collected on 30 subjects it was necessary to discard
data for two subjects in the presentation F x , Iz .

One

subject was eliminated because of strain gauge failure in
the Inhibit condition, the second because of noncompliance
with experimental instructions.

Rater classification of

the second subject's inhibit strategy as facilitory and
examination of his tumescence values clearly indicated that
he had facilitated sexual arousal during both strategy
condi ti ons.
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Table 12
Mean Tumescence Values for A11 Conditions
Total

Presentati on

Condi ti on

Ea^.

Baseli ne
Prei nhi bit
Inhibit
Prefaci1itate
Faci1itate

85. 72
86. 47
91.24
86.62
94.73

(3.14)
(3.48)
(5.61)
(4.13)
(7.44)

86.79
87.25
92.79
88. 64
96.86

(2.94)
(2.68)
<5.19)
(4.03)
(6.21)

84.64
85.70
89.69
84.60
92.61

(3.05)
(4.19)
(5.81)
(3.16)
(8.31)

Note: All values are in mm of penile circumference.
parentheses.
~n = 15.
^n = 13.

SD in

The mean tumescence values for each experimental
condition were subjected to a 2 x 2 x 2 (Presentation x
Strategy x Stimulus)

mixed analysis of variance.

For

purposes of the analysis the strategy factor was applied to
both types of stimulus data.

Experimental1y , the strategy

variable was applied to erotic stimuli only.

The analysis

yielded significant main effects for strategy,
faci1itate>inhibit, F(l,26) = 14.79, £<.01, and for
stimulus, erotic>neutral, F(l,26) = 55.68, £<.001, as well
as a strategy by stimulus interaction, F(l,26)
£<.01, NS. = 7.34.

Subsequent analysis

= 10.65,

(Newman-Keuls)

showed that erotic stimuli for both strategy conditions
produced greater tumescence than did neutral stimuli
(£<.01) with the erotic>neutral difference being greatest
between prefaci1itate and facilitate conditions.

As

expected it also demonstrated that the effect of strategy,
faci1itate>inhibit, was only for erotic stimuli
(see Table 13).
presentation,

(£<.01)

Lastly, a marginal main effect of

Ii, F=> F i , I2 , (£<.06), was found but
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presentation did not enter into any significant
interacti ons.
Table 13
Mean Tumescence Values by Sti mulus by Strategy
Sti mulus
Strategy

Neutral

Inhibit
Faci1itate

Eroti c

86.47
86.62

91.24
94.73

Baseli ne Analysi s on Tumescence Data.

Mean tumescence

values for baseline and for each neutral condition were
also analyzed by means of a 2 x 3 (Presentation x Baseline:
baseline, preinhibit, prefacilitate)

analysis of variance.

It was performed in anticipation of assessing the
tumescence data via a difference score method and in order
to determine the most, appropriate choice of baseline for
deriving change scores.

The analysis yielded a significant

main effect of presentation, F(l,26)

= 4.89, g < .05, and a

presentation by baseline interaction, F(2,56) = 4.03,
gK.05), MS„ = 2.91.

Further analysis indicated that

subjects in the presentation Ix, F s had greater tumescence
values for all baseline conditions than did subjects in the
presentation F x , I2 with the difference being most
pronounced between prefacilitate conditions <q <.01).

For

Ix, F2 subjects, there were also tumescence differences
between baseline conditions

(q_< .05) with

prefaci1itate>baseline and prefaci1itate>preinhibit.

By

contrast for F x , I= subjects there were no differences in
tumescence as a function of baseline

(see Table 14).
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Table 14
Mean Tumescence Values by Presentati on by Baseli ne
Baseli ne
Presentati on

Note;

Baseline

Preinhibit

86.79 (2.94)
84.64 (3.05)

87.25 (2.68)
85.70 (4.19)

Prefaci1itate
88.64
84.60

(4.03)
(3.16)

SD in parentheses.

Analyses on Tumesence Change Scores.

The significant

differences observed among the baseline conditions
necessitated additional analyses using a difference score
method.

The original baseline,

in lieu of the neutral

condition which preceeded each erotic condition, was
selected for computing the change scores.

These scores

were derived by subtracting each subject's baseline
tumescence value from his tumescence value for each
experimental condition.

Mean tumescence change scores for

the four conditions by presentation were derived and are
shown in Table 15.
A three-factor analysis of variance

(Presentation x

Strategy x Stimulus) was performed on the mean tumescence
change scores for each experimental condition.

Its results

were essentially equivalent to those using mean tumescence
values with the notable exception that the marginal
presentation effect was no longer evidenced.

The analysis

yielded significant main effects for strategy, F(l,26)

=

14.78, £<.01, and for stimulus, F(l,26) = 55.67, £<.001,
and a strategy by stimulus interaction, F(l,26) = 10.65,
£<.01, MS. = 7.34.

Analysis of the interaction

(Newman-
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Keuls) again attested to the fact that erotic stimuli,
irrespective of strategy, produced greater tumescence than
did neutral stimuli with the erotic>neutral difference
being greatest between prefaci1itate and facilitate
conditions

(|D<.01).

It also showed that the effect of

strategy, faci1itate>inhibit, was only significant for
erotic stimuli

(g<.01)

(see Table 16).

Table 15
Mean Tumescence Change Scores by Presentati on and Condi ti on
Presentati on
Condition
Prei nhi bi t
Inhibit
Pref aci1itate
Faci1itate

CJLjl
.455
5.998
1.841
10.067

(1.75)
(4.78)
(3.13)
(6.27)

1.059
5.051
-.043
7.968

2.
(2.62)
(4.29)
(0.54)
(6.61)

Note, All values are in mm of penile circumference.
parentheses.

SD in

Table 16
Mean Tumescence Change Scores by Stimulus by Strategy
Sti mulus
Strategy
Inhibit
Faci1itate

Neutral
.757
.899

Eroti c
9.017

Correlati onal Analyses of Wi thi n-Subjects Effects.
Mean tumescence change scores obtained for inhibit and
facilitate conditions were correlated
moment) with each other.

(Pearson's product

Each was also correlated with its

respective subjective reports of sexual arousal and of
success at regulation of sexual arousal

(see Table 17).

The correlation between tumescence responses for inhibit
and facilitate conditions was significant

(r = .72,
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£<.001), as was the correlation between the tumescence
response for the facilitate condition and self-reported
level of sexual arousal during facilitation
£<.05).

(r = .38,

All other correlations failed to reach

si gni f icance.
Table 17
Correlations Between Mean Tumescence Change Scores and
Subjective Ratings
Condition-Subjective Rating

r

Inhibit-Inhibit Sexual Arousal
Inhibit-Inhibit Success
Faci1itate-Faci1itate Sexual Arousal
Faci1itate-Faci1itate Success

£

.26
-.14
.38
.33

.18
.48
.05
.09

In summary, analyses of the mean tumescence values
reflected that subjects evidenced greater tumescence for
the regulatory condition in which they cognitively
facilitated sexual arousal as compared to the condition in
which they inhibited arousal.

Subjects also showed greater

tumescence for the stimulus conditions in which they
processed erotic material as compared to conditions in
which they processed neutral material.

This erotic>neutral

difference was greatest between prefacilitate and
facilitate conditions.

These findings were replicated in

analyses using tumescence change scores.

Lastly,

differences in tumescence among the baseline conditions as
a function of presentation were also observed.
baseline conditions,

For all

Ii, F2 subjects evidenced greater

tumescence than did Fi, I2 subjects.

The former subjects

also showed greater tumescence for the prefacilitate
condition than at baseline, and for the prefaci1itate
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condition than -for the preinhibit condition.
EEG Data
The mean alpha power values -for each of the electrode
sites for baseline and experimental conditions were
derived.
sample

Table 18 displays these values for the total

(n = 28) for each condition.

As previously

described the physiological data for two subjects were
discarded due to technical and motivational problems.
Application of Hartley's test indicated that the the
obtained EEG data lacked homogeneity of variance,
(72,15) = 69.7.

The alpha power values were subsequently

log transformed to achieve a more normal distribution prior
to statistical analysis and to better meet the assumption
of homogeneity of variance.

The application of a

logarithmic transformation to the EEG power spectrum for
this purpose is generally advised and is an accepted
convention in EEG research given that distributions of EEG
power values tend to be nonnormal

(Lopez da Silva,

Penland, personal communication, June 2, 1986).

1982; J.

Throughout

the EEG results section, tables will present data in mean
alpha power values, although analyses were performed using
log transformed values.

All post-hoc comparisons were made

with the Newman-Keuls multiple means comparison test.
A mixed analysis of variance

(Presentation x Strategy

x Stimulus x Position x Hemisphere)

was performed on the

log transformed alpha power values for each experimental
condi ti on.

The eight EEG e l e c t r o d e s ites were
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characterized by position

(frontal/temporal/parietal/

occipital) and hemisphere

(left/right.) factors.

For

purposes of the analysis the strategy factor was applied to
both types of stimulus data.

Experimentally, however, the

strategy variable was applied to erotic stimuli only.
Table 18
Mean A1pha Power Values for A11 Conditions by Posi ti on by
Hemi sphere
Posi ti on

Baseli ne
Left
Ri ght

Frontal

Temporal

Parietal

Occipital

1.88
(1.52)
1 98
(1.72)

.71
(.45)
64
(.43)

2.25
(1.74)
2. 10
(1.73)

1.80
(1.69)
1 51
(1.44)

1.67
(1.27)
1.74
(1.34)

65
(.46)
.57
(.37)

2. 09
(1.91)
1.99
(1.84)

1.61
(1.74)
1.34
(1.30)

2.07
(1 56)
2. 14
(1.59)

.78
( 49)
68
( 42)

2. 48
(1.92)
2.31
(1.78)

2.06
(1.94)
1.81
(1.76)

1 65
(1.26)
1.73
(1 40)

.61
(.37)
53
( 33)

2.00
(1.49)
1 82
(1.39)

1.41
(1.26)
1 21
(.97)

2.02
(1.56)
2. 12
(1.70)

.76
( 48)
69
(.48)
.

2.50
(1.82)

.

D
DO
X a X -O

2. 12
(2.12)
1.82
(1.79)

.

.

Preinhibit
Left
Right
Inhibit
Left

.

.

.

Right
Prefaci1itate
Left
Right

.

.

.

-

.

Faci1itate
Left
Right
Note:

.

.

—

(1.71)

.

.

SD in parentheses.

The five- factor analysis showed si gn i f i cant mai n
effects of stimulus,

F(1 ,26) = 10. 88, £<.01, and position,

F (3,78) = 36. 51, £<.001, as wel1 as a stimulus by position
interaction, F(3,78) — 2.93, £<.05, MS. = .01.

Analysis of

the interaction indicated an erotic>neutral difference in
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alpha power at all bilateral electrode positions.

This

difference was greater in the posterior areas of the brain
(parietal and occipital) than in the anterior areas
(frontal and temporal), and was greatest for the occipital
sites (all gis<.01).

Differences in alpha power as a

function of position

(parietal>frontal>occipital>temporal)

did not vary with changes in the type of stimulus

(see

Table 19).
A significant main effect was also found for
hemisphere, F(l,26)

= 9.53, gK.01, along with a position by

hemisphere interaction, F(3,78) = 3.13, gK.05, MS. = .02.
The interaction showed greater alpha power in the left
versus the right temporal and occipital

locations only,

with the greatest left-right difference between occipital
sites.

For the left hemisphere, the pattern of alpha power

differences as a function of position was
parietal>frontal>occipital>temporal.

This pattern of

differences was essentially replicated for the right
hemisphere except the difference in alpha power between
parietal and frontal
(all g)5<.01)

locations did not reach significance

(see Table 20).

Lastly, a five-way

interaction involving presentation, strategy, stimulus,
position, and hemisphere factors, F(3,78> = 3.19, gK.05,
was found which was uninterpretable at this point in the
analysis process.
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Table 19
Mean ftlpha Power Val Lies by Posti on by Sti mul ns
Posi t ion
Stimulus
Neutral
Erotic

Frontal

Temporal

Parietal

Occipital

1.70
2.09

.59
.73

1.97
2.39

1.40
1.95

Table 20
Mean Aloha Power Values by Position by Hemisphere
Posi ti on
Hemisphere
Left
Right

Frontal

Temporal

Parietal

Occipital

1.85
1.93

.70
.62

2.27
2.10

1.80
1.55

Next the log transformed alpha power values for erotic
conditions and for neutral conditions were separately
subjected to a four-factor analysis of variance
(Presentation x Strategy x Position x Hemisphere).

The

analysis on the erotic data showed significant main effects
of position, F(3,78) = 35.27, £<.001, and hemisphere,
F(l,26> = 10.17, £<.01, as well as a position by hemisphere
interaction, F(3,78> = 2.79, £<.05, MS, = .01.

Analysis of

the interaction indicated a replication of the hemisphere
by position pattern in the overall ANOVA.

Once again alpha

power was greater in the left than in the right temporal
and occipital

locations, with the greatest left-right

difference between occipital sites (£<.01>.

For the left

hemisphere the pattern of alpha power differences as a
function of position was
parietal>frontal>occipital^temporal, while for the right
hemisphere the pattern was
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pari etal =f rontal >occi pi tal /temporal
21).

(all ps<.01)

(see Table

Although the main effects of presentation and

strategy were not significant, there was a presentation by
strategy interaction, F(l,26) = 5.55,

q_< .05,

Subsequent analysis demonstrated that:

MS. = .02.

(a) for the

presentation Ix , F3 , alpha power was greater for the
facilitate than for the inhibit condition, while for the
presentation Fi, I3 the pattern reversed to
inhi bi t >f aci 1 itate (gK-05) , and

(b) F x , I3 subjects

evidenced greater alpha power than did Ix, F 3 subjects for
both strategy conditions

(gK.01) with the difference being

greatest for the inhibit condition

(see Table 22).

Table 21
Mean Alpha Power Val ues for Erot ic Condi ti ons by F'osi t ion
by Hemi sphere
Posi tion
Hemisphere
Left
Right

Frontal

Temporal

Parietal

Occipital

2.05
2.13

.77
.69

2.49
2.30

2.09
1.81

Table 22
Mean A1pha Power Values by Strategy by Presentation
Strategy
Presentation
I i , F2
Fi , Ia

Note:

Inhibit
1. 60
1. 98

Faci1itate
1. 74
1. 84

All values are for erotic conditions only.

The results of the four-factor analysis of variance
(Presentation

Strategy x Position x Hemisphere)

on the

neutral data were essentially equivalent to those using the
erotic data except for the expected absence of the
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Presentation >: Strategy interaction.

Once again

significant main effects of position, F(3,78) = 36.43,
£<.001, and hemisphere, F(l,26) = 8.29, £<.01, as well as a
position by hemisphere interaction, F(3,78) = 3.22, £<.05,
MS. = .01, were obtained.

The interaction again reflected

the fact that alpha power was greater in the left than the
right hemisphere for temporal and occipital

locations only,

with the greatest left-right difference shown between the
occipital sites (£<.01).

For the left hemisphere the

pattern of alpha power differences as a function of
position was parietal /-frontal >occipital 'temporal , while for
the right hemisphere it was
parietal=frental>occipital /temporal

(see Table 23).

Table 23
Mean A1pha Power Values for Neutral Conditions by Posi ti on
by Hemi sphere
F'osi t ion
Hemi sphere
Left
Right

Frontal
1.66
1.73

Temporal
.63
.55

Pari etal
2.05
1.90

A three-factor analysis of variance

Dcci pi tal
1.51
1.28

(Presentation x

Strategy x Stimulus) was also performed separately at each
of the eight electrode sites on the log transformed alpha
power values for each experimental condition.

For each

site a main effect of stimulus, erotic>neutral, was found
(all £ 5 < .01).

In addition, for the right parietal site a

presentation by strategy interaction emerged, F(l,26> =
4.46, £<.05, which revealed greater alpha power as a

B3

function of presentation, F t, Ia >llt f 2 , for inhibit
conditions

(preinhibit and inhibit)

conditions

(prefacilitate and facilitate)

for the inhibit conditions

and for facilitate

(all ps<.01).

which was greater
For the left

parietal site, the same interactional pattern was observed
at a marginal significance level

(p<.08>.

In order to explore this Presentation x Strategy
interaction, the log transformed alpha power values for the
erotic conditions and for the neutral conditions were each
subjected to a two-way analysis of variance (Presentation x
Strategy) separately at each electrode site.

No

significant findings resulted from the analyses on the
neutral data.

For the erotic data the analyses

demonstrated significant Presentation x Strategy
interactions for five electrode sites:

the left frontal,

F (1,26) = 6.65, the right frontal, F(l,26) = 7.48, the left
parietal, F(l,26) = 4.76, the left occipital, F(l,26)

=

5.04, and the right occipital, F(l,26) = 6.72 (all ps<.05).
Subsequent analysis of the interactions at each electrode
site revealed the following significant findings:

(a) at

the left frontal, right frontal and left parietal sites,
greater alpha power was demonstrated for presentation F x ,
la than for presentation Ii, F2 at both levels of strategy
(all ps<.01) with the difference being greater for inhibit,
(b) at the left occipital

site greater alpha power for

presentation F x , I3 than for Ix , F2 was noted for
inhibition only <p < .01) , and

(c) at the right occipital
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site the pattern reversed and presentation Ii, F = evidenced
greater alpha power than did F j., I2 for the facilitate
o n l y (£<.05)

(see Table 24).

In addition for the right

frontal site, alpha power for presentation F i, I2 varied as
a function of strategy with inhibit>faci1itate (£<.05).
Table 24
Mean A1pha Power Values for Each Electrode Site by
Presentat ion by Strategy
INHIBIT FIRST, FACILITATE SECOND
Faci1i tate

Inhibit
Left
Frontal
Temporal
Pari etal
Occi pi tal

1.75
(i.21)
.68
(.45)
1.93
(1.08)
2.08
(2.17)

Ri aht
1.92
(1.42)
.66
(.46)
1.76
(1.11)
2.02
(2.15)

Left
1.89
(1.42)
.72
(.50)
2. 18
(1.33)
2.31
(2.52)

Ri aht
2.08
(1.72)
.71
(.58)
1.90
(1.28)
2. 15
(2.21)

FACILITATE FIRST, INHIBIT SECOND
Faci1itate

Inhibit
Left
Frontal
T emporal
Pari etal
Occipital

2.39
(1.89)
.89
(.53)
3.03
(2.50)
2.04
(1.71)

Ri aht
2.36
(1.80)
.70
(.38)
2.86
(2.23)
1.60
(1.21)

Left
2. 15
(1.76)
.81
(. 47)
2.83
(2.26)
1.93
(1.64)

Ri aht
2. 15
(1.74)
.66
(.36)
2.67
(2.09)
1.48
(1.13)

Note; All values are for erotic conditions only,
parentheses.
Baseli ne Analysi s on A1pha Power.

SD in

The log transformed

alpha power values for baseline and for each neutral
condition were also analyzed by means of a 2 x 3 x 4 >: 2
(Presentat ion >: Baseline:

baseline, preinhibit,
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prefacilitate >: Position x Hemisphere)
variance.

analysis of

It was performed in anticipation of analyzing

the EEG data via a difference score method and to determine
if there were differences in alpha power for the baseline
conditions as a function of presentation.

The analysis

yielded significant main effects for position, F(3,78) *=
34.02, p<.001, and hemisphere, F(l,26)

= 9.28, £<.01, as

well as a position by hemisphere interaction, F(3,7B) =
2.78, £<.05).

Most importantly, the effects of

presentation and baseline were not significant and there
were no interactions involving presentation or baseline
(all £5>.10)

(see Table 25).

The now familiar position by

hemisphere interaction pattern which emerged was identical
to that reported for the five-factor analysis of variance
(Presentation >: Strategy x Stimulus x Position x
Hemisphere)

and the four-factor analyses of variance

(Presentation x Strategy x Position x Hemisphere).
Briefly, greater alpha power was evidenced for the left
versus the right hemisphere for temporal and occipital
positions only, with the greatest left-right difference
shown between the occipital sites.

Again, for the left

hemisphere, alpha power varied as a function of position
such that parietal>frontal>occipital>temporal, while for
the right hemisphere the pattern was
parietal=frontal>occi pi tal>temporal .
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Table 25
Mean A1 pha Power Val ues -for Each El ectrode Site by
F'resentation by Baseli ne Condi ti ons
INHIBIT FIRST, FACILITATE SECOND
Preinhibit

Rest ina
SD

M
Frontal
Left
Ri ght
Temporal
Left
Ri ght
Parietal
Left
Ri ght
Occipital
Left
Ri ght

£1

SD

M

SD

1.72
1.91

(1.58)
(1.94)

1.34
1.48

(1.06)
(1.31)

1.43
1.56

(1.18)
(1.47)

.67
.62

(.50)
(.47)

.53
.53

(. 36)
(.42)

•53
.49

(.34)
(.35)

1.86
1.74

(1.20)
(1.51)

1.54
1.42

(1.04)
(1.18)

1.67
1.50

(1.32)
(1.22)

1.85
1.71

(1.96)
(1.75)

1.48
1.37

(1.72)
(1.44)

1.34
1.26

(1.34)
(1.12)

FACILITATE FIRST,

M

INHIBIT SECOND

Prei nhi bi t

Rest ina

Frontal
Left
Ri ght
Temporal
Left
Ri ght
Parietal
Left
Ri ght
Occipital
Left
Ri ght

Prefaci1itate

SD

Prefaci1itate

SD

M

M

SD

2. 04
2.05

(1.50)
(1.51)

2.00
2.00

(1.44)
(1.37)

1.86
1.89

(1.36)
(1.35)

.75
.67

(.40)
(.40)

.76
.60

(.53)
(.31)

.68
.57

(.41)
(.30)

2. 64
2.45

(2.18)
(1.95)

2.64
2.55

(2.51)
(2.30)

2.34
2. 13

(1.64)
(1.54)

1.74
1.32

(1.39)
(1.00)

1.74
1.32

(1.81)
(1.18)

1.49
1. 17

(1.20)
(.80)

Analyses on A1pha Power Change Scores.

In hopes of

differentiating which findings were intraindividual EEG
related and which were treatment specific, the EEG data
were reanalyzed using a difference score method.

The alpha

power values obtained for the original baseline period were
used for computing the change scores and logarithmic
transformations of these data were used for all analyses.
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A five-factor analysis o-f variance (Presentation x
Strategy >: Stimulus x Position x Hemisphere)

was performed

using log transformations on the alpha power change scores.
It showed a significant main effect of stimulus, F<1,26) =
10.88, £<.01, and a stimulus by position interaction,
F(3,78) = 2.93, £<.05, MS. = .01.

Again the interaction

attests to the fact that alpha power was greater at all
bilateral electrode positions for erotic than for neutral
stimulus conditions, with the erotic-neutral difference
being greater in the posterior areas of the brain
and occipital) than in the anterior areas
temporal) (all £s<.01)

(see Table 26).

(parietal

(frontal and

The analysis also

showed a marginal Presentation x Strategy interaction
(£<.09) and a significant Presentation x Strategy x
Stimulus x Position >: Hemisphere interaction

(£<.05).

It is

noteworthy that in the analysis using a difference score
method, the main effects of position and hemisphere were
not significant, nor was there a two-way interaction
involving position and hemisphere (all

£S>.

10).

The

nonemergence of these findings reflects the fact that
position and hemisphere effects were related to baseline
asymmetries in alpha power, not to experimental
manipulations.
Next a three-factor analysis of variance

(Presentation

x Strategy x Position x Hemisphere) on the log alpha power
change scores was performed separately for erotic stimulus
conditions and for neutral stimulus conditions.

For the
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erotic data, the analysis again demonstrated a significant
Presentation x Strategy interaction, F(l,26) = 5.55, £<.05
MS. = .02.

However, in using the difference score method,

analysis of the interaction yielded fewer significant
findings and a change in the between presentation findings
The interaction showed:

<a>

for the presentation Fj,

I2

alpha power was greater for the inhibit than for the
facilitate condition
confition only,

<£<.05), and

<b) for the facilitate

Ii, F= subjects evidenced greater alpha

power than did Fi, 1= subjects

(£<.01>

(see Table 27).

As

in the five-factor analysis of variance using the
difference score method, the effects of position and
hemisphere were not significant, nor was there an
interaction involving position and hemisphere (all

£S> .

10)

For the neutral data no significant findings resulted from
the four-factor analysis of variance using change scores.
Table 26
Mean A1pha Power Change Scores by Posi ti on by Sti mulus
Posi ti on
Stimulus

Frontal

Neutral
Erotic

-.233
.157

Temporal

Parietal

-.087
.055

-.199
.221

Occipital
-.259
.297

Table 27
Mean A1pha Power Change Scores by Presentation by Strategy
Strategy
Presentati on

Inhibi t
090
278

Note:

Faci1itate
129

All values are for erotic conditions only.
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Lastly, a two-factor analysis of variance

(Presentation

>: Strategy) was performed separately at each of the eight
electrode sites on the log alpha change scores for the
erotic stimulus conditions only.

The analyses were limited

to the erotic data since comparable analyses

(Presentation

x Strategy) on log alpha values had failed to demonstrate
any significant findings for the neutral data.

Using the

difference score method, the analyses on the erotic data
yielded significant. Presentation
for five electrode sites:

Strategy interactions

the left frontal, F(l,26) =

6.65, MS, = .003; the right frontal, F(l,26)

= 7.48, M S , =

.002; the left parietal, F(l,26) = 4.76, MS. = .005; the
left occipital, F(l,26)

= 5.04, MS, = .003; and the right

occipital, F (1,26) = 6.72, MS, = .003 (all es<.05).
Analyses of the interactions for each site demonstrated:
(a) greater alpha power for presentation,
Fi,

Ii , F2 than for

Is for facilitate conditions only at all five sites

(all p_5<.01) , (b) at left and right frontal sites, alpha
power for presentation F»,

Is varied as a function of

strategy with inhibit>faci1itate (q s <.05), and

(c) at the

right occipital site, alpha power for presentation I*, F 2
varied as a function of strategy with faci1itate>inhibit
(gK.05)

(see Table 28).
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Table 28
Mean ftlpha Power Change Scores -for Each El ectrode Si te by
Presentati on by Strategy
INHIBIT FIRST, FACILITATE SECOND
Inhibit

Frontal
Temporal
Par ietal
Occi pi tal

Left

Ri ght

Left

Ri ght

.028
.013
.069
.226

.009
.044
.020
.310

. 168
.049
.315
.459

. 174
.095
. 155
.447

FACILITATE FIRST,
Inhibit

Frontal
Temporal
Pari etal
Occi pi tal

Faci1itate

INHIBIT SECOND
Faci1itate

Left

Ri ght

Left

Ri ght

.355
. 140
.393
.300

.307
.039
.408
.283

. 117
.065
. 192
. 193

.097
.005
.218
. 160

In summary, analyses of the log transformed alpha
power values indicated that alpha power was more prominent
in the left than the right hemisphere at temporal and
occipital

locations.

For both hemispheres alpha power was

more prominent in the parietal and frontal areas than in
the occipital and temporal areas.

Stimulus effects were

found with erotic conditions being associated with greater
alpha power bilaterally than neutral conditions.

These

erotic>neutral differences varied with bilateral position
and were more pronounced in the posterior than the anterior
areas of the brain.

For erotic conditions strategy effects

were found which varied with presentation.

Greater alpha

power was evidenced for the facilitate condition than for
the inhibit condition for I*, F = subjects.

For F x , I3
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subjects the pattern reversed and greater alpha power was
shown for the inhibit condition than for the facilitate
condition.

For erotic conditions presentation effects were

also found which varied with strategy.

Greater alpha power

was evidenced for Fj. , I^. subjects than for Ix , F= subjects
for both strategy conditions.

This

presentation

difference was most pronounced for the inhibit condition.
Lastly, for erotic conditions, strategy and presentation
effects were found to vary with electrode site.
When comparable analyses were performed using a
difference score method a number of noteworthy changes and
replications of findings occurred.

First, effects of

hemisphere and effects of position that varied with
hemisphere no longer emerged.

Second, stimulus differences

persisted and interacted with position as they had in the
original alpha power analyses.

Third, for erotic

conditions, strategy and presentation continued to vary
with other but the effects were more limited.

For F x, I=

subjects greater alpha power was noted for the inhibit
condition than for the facilitate condition.
facilitate conditions only,

For

Ix , F » subjects evidenced

greater alpha power than did F x, 1=. subjects.

Again, for

erotic conditions, strategy and presentation effects were
found to vary with electrode site.

CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION
The present study was designed to investigate patterns
of cortical activity and erectile responding which parallel
inhibition and facilitation of sexual arousal.

To

determine if the two cerebral hemispheres contributed
differential1y during cognitive regulation of sexual
arousal, the study tested for lateral asymmetries in EEG
alpha power as a function of strategy, inhibit or
facilitate.
subjects'

In addition the structural features of

inhibitory and facilitory strategies were

examined to determine if they reflected hypothesized
contributions of the left and right hemispheres
respectively.
The pattern of results for the tumescence data clearly
indicated the effectiveness of the experimental
manipulation of type of stimulus and strategy variables on
sexual arousal.

The data confirmed the hypothesis that

subjects would show greater tumescence when processing
erotic material, irrespective of strategy condition, than
when processing neutral material.

Interestingly, the data

also indicated that some subjects became slightly aroused
during neutral

stimulus conditions.

During the second

neutral condition, as compared to the first, subjects were
slightly more aroused.

This trend was most pronounced for

Ii, F 2 subjects for whom the second neutral condition was
prefacilitate.

Perhaps carry over effects from the first
92
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erotic presentation, as well as expectancy effects,
contributed to this pattern.

Some subjects reported

difficulty in attending to the second neutral tape because
of interfering thoughts about the erotic content from the
preceding tape.
In addition the tumescence data supported the original
hypothesis that subjects would show greater tumescence when
cognitively facilitating versus inhibiting sexual arousal.
Obviously the opposite was reflected as well; subjects
demonstrated less tumescence during cognitive inhibition
than during facilitation of arousal.

These data provide

strong evidence for some degree of voluntary control over
the erectile response.

Such findings are consistent with a

growing body of research indicating that tumescence can be
effectively enhanced and suppressed

(see review by Hatch,

1981), and that regulatory processes are cognitively
mediated

(e.g., Laws

Rubin,

1969).

It is notable that the tumescence results were also
consistent with the pattern of results which emerged for
subjective measures of sexual arousal and state activation.
Subjects reported greater sexual arousal and state
activation for erotic than for neutral stimulus conditions,
and during cognitive facilitation versus inhibition of
arousal.

Thus, as hypothesized, changes in state

activation,

as well as variations in self-reported sexual

arousal, paralleled changes in tumescence.
The subjective data also supported the proposal that
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subjects would use naturalistic strategies characterized by
right hemisphere cognition when facilitating sexual
arousal.

Based on work suggesting that the hemispheres

contributed differential1y during cognitive regulation of
emotional

arousal

(e.g., Shearer 8< Tucker,

1981), it was

expected that subjects would report using right hemisphere
cognition during facilitation, and left hemisphere
cognition during inhibition of sexual arousal.

Both rater

cl assification of subjects' facilitory strategies and the
proportion of subjects endorsing Facilitate Right
strategies

(nonsubject-generated)

indicated that subjects

used strategies characterized by right hemisphere cognition
to enhance sexual arousal.

The alternative hypothesis,

that subjects would use inhibitory strategies suggestive of
left hemisphere cognition, was only partially supported.
Although subjects reported using strategies that were
characterized by left hemisphere cognition to inhibit
arousal, they also reported using strategies characterized
by right hemisphere cognition for the same purpose.

In

addition, subjects infrequently endorsed the use of Inhibit
Left strategies

(nonsubject-generated).

These data seem to

reflect that naturalistic regulation of sexual arousal does
not involve inherently lateralized cognitive processes.
Although there was more consistency in subjects' adopting
right hemisphere cognition for facilitation, there was
marked individual variability in adopting a particular
cognitive mode for inhibition.
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For the EEG data a rather complex pattern of results
emerged.

First, alpha power was significantly greater at

all electrode sites during erotic versus neutral stimulus
conditions.

This difference in alpha power as a function

of the type of stimulus was more pronounced in the
posterior than in the anterior areas of the brain.

Based

on recent EEG findings which suggested that sexual arousal
differential1y engaged the right hemisphere

(e.g., A. S.

Cohen et al., 1985), it was originally hypothesized that
processing erotic material would result in greater right
hemisphere activation than would processing neutral
material.

Based on the fairly well accepted idea that

alpha can be suppressed or "desynchronized" by sensory
stimulation and by cognitive effort
Silva,

<Ni edermeyer 8< Lopez da

1982), the assumption was made that increased

activation would be reflected in decreased alpha power.
Although the alpha power data clearly differentiated erotic
from neutral stimulus conditions,

it did so by uniform

enhancement in each hemisphere in contrast to rightlateralized suppression.

Interpreting these findings from

the alpha desynchrony model, suggested that neutral
conditions, as compared with erotic conditions, were
associated with greater hemispheric activation.

Within the

context of markedly lower tumescence values and less selfreported state activation for neutral than for erotic
conditions, this interpretation appeared to be logically
nondefensib1e .

That patterns of physiological sexual
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arousal and subjective general arousal would be the
opposite of cortical activation patterns seemed unlikely.
Other studies have also observed enhancement rather
than suppression of alpha power under certain conditions of
cognitive activity
Waldeier,

1974).

(Kreitman & Shaw,

1965; Dolce &

According to Glass (1984), these apparent

increases in alpha were associated with a low level of
resting arousal preceding the cognitive activity.

Although

the neutral stimulus conditions in the present study were
designed to be nonerotic and emotionally nonarousing,

it is

possible that they were also generally deactivating.
Functionally the neutral conditions may have unexpectedly
lowered nonspecific arousal prior to the erotic conditions.
The changes observed in alpha power, as well as changes
reported in state activation, across all conditions support
this possibility.

Alpha power and state activation were

lower during neutral conditions than at baseline or during
erotic conditions.

It is noteworthy that several subjects

reported feeling drowsy and "almost falling asleep" during
neutral conditions.

Changes in tumescence only partially

paralleled the observed changes in alpha power and state
activation.

While tumescence values were less for neutral

than for erotic conditions, tumescence values for neutral
conditions tended to be equal to or greater than baseline.
In contrast to its success in distinguishing between
erotic and neutral conditions, the alpha power data failed
to differentiate inhibit and facilitate conditions across
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presentations.

Based on the hypothesis that the cerebral

hemispheres made unique cognitive contributions during
regulation of emotional arousal which would be paralleled
by differential hemispheric activation

(Tucker,

1981), a

relative asymmetry in hemispheric activation as a function
of strategy was hypothesized.

Assuming that subjects would

use right hemisphere cognition for facilitation, greater
right than left hemisphere activation was expected for
facilitate conditions.

Assuming that subjects would use

left hemisphere cognition for inhibition, greater left than
right hemisphere activation was anticipated for inhibit
conditions.

In each case, alpha power suppression would

indicate greater activation.

The results of the present

study did not support these hypotheses.
While a number of investigators have reported
significant differences in hemispheric activation during
cognitive tasks intended to involve the cerebral
hemispheres differentially, others report no difference
(Glass et al., 1984).

Reviewers contend that some of the

later studies employed cognitive tasks that were
ineffective in selectively engaging each hemisphere
(Davidson & Ehrlichman,

1980; Glass et al . , 1984).

The

present study's failure to find strategy-dependent,
lateralized hemispheric activation may indicate that the
process of cognitively regulating sexual arousal is not
functionally lateralized.

Alternatively it could indicate

that the inhibit task was ineffective in selectively
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engaging the left hemisphere.
successful

Although subjects were

in inhibiting sexual arousal, they apparently

accomp1ished this task by using strategies characterized by
both right and left hemisphere cognition.

This was in

marked contrast to an almost exclusive use of strategies
characterized by right hemisphere cognition for
faci1itati o n .
The negative findings in relation to lateralized
hemispheric activation as a function of regulatory strategy
could also be related to limits of the physiological
measure.

EEG activity may not be altered by cognitive

differences between naturalistic strategies employed to
inhibit and to facilitate sexual arousal.

Using an

auditory attentional bias measure, Shearer and Tucker
(1981) failed to find lateralized hemispheric activation
during naturalistic cognitive regulation of sexual arousal.
Although subjects reported using strategies which reflected
differential contributions of the left and right
hemispheres, this was not corroborated by their attentional
bias scores.

Perhaps direct and indirect measures of mass

electrical activity in the brain, can not reflect subtle
differences in the cognitive processes associated with
naturalistic regulation of arousal.

Of considerable

interest would be whether or not strategy-dependent
asymmetries would be observed if subjects used
experimentally assigned strategies which, based on other
evidence, engaged the cognitive capacity of one or the
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other hemisphere.
In addition to asymmetries in alpha power as a
consequence of lateralized cognitive processes,
asymmetrical hemispheric activation as a function of
quantitative changes in tumescence was anticipated.

No

lateralized differences in alpha power emerged between
facilitate and inhibit conditions across presentations
although these conditions were characterized by major
differences in tumescence.

These negative findings are in

contrast to recent reports from Goldstein's laboratory of
greater right versus left temporal activation in
association with maximum tumescence

(A. S. Cohen et a l .,

1985), and a right>left asymmetry in activation that was
most pronounced during the T-max
least significant during T-down
nocturnal penile tumescence

(peak tumescence) and
(detumescence) periods of

(Rosen et a l ., in press).

Unfortunately, attempts to compare the results of the
present study with those

of another laboratory are

complicated by major methodological differences across
studies.

For example, the studies described above differed

from the present study in both the EEG measure and
quantitative analysis methods.

While the present study

used a power measure of the alpha frequency band,
hemispheric activation was indexed in the former studies by
integrated EEG amplitude, a simple amplitude measure which
does not consider frequency bands

(Johnson,

1980).

Although no specific hypotheses were advanced
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concerning the relationship of alpha power to effects of
strategy and presentation,
were noted.

some interesting interactions

For the presentation F t , Ix alpha power was

greater during inhibition than during facilitation of
sexual arousal.

The pattern reversed for the presentation

Ii, F= with greater alpha power observed for the facilitate
than for the inhibit condition.

Considering studies

reviewed earlier suggesting that alpha power enhancement
was associated with increased general arousal

(Glass,

1984) , these findings may reflect increased general arousal
associated with erotic stimulation and sexual arousal.

For

each presentation the strategy condition with the greater
alpha power was the second erotic condition.

It is

possible that, the first erotic condition may have served a
priming function enhancing arousal across subsequent
conditions.

Partial support for this hypothesis, was found

in a nonsignificant trend for the alpha power values of the
intervening neutral conditions to be greater than the
values of the first neutral conditions.
EEG activation
amplitude)

Although increased

(as measured by increased integrated

has sometimes been considered a direct correlate

of increased sexual arousal

(e.g., A. S. Cohen et a l .,

1985) , the results of the present study do not substantiate
such a position.

While tumescence changes paralleled alpha

power changes for I x , F3 subjects, faci1itate>inhibit for
both measures, this correspondence was not observed for F»,
I2 subjects.

For these subjects, greater tumescence was
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produced during f aci 1 itat ion than during inhibition, while
the pattern of differences for alpha power was
i nhibi t >faci1itate.
Alpha power changes as a function of the interactive
effects of strategy and presentation were also examined
separately at each electrode site.
Fi,

For the presentation

I2 , inhibition, as compared to facilitation, was

associated with greater alpha power in the frontal regions
of the brain.

For the presentation Ii, F= , facilitation,

as compared to inhibition, was associated with greater
alpha power in the right occipital region of the brain.
Lastly, during facilitation,

It, F2 subjects, as compared

to Fi, I3 subjects, evidenced significantly greater alpha
power in five of eight electrode sites:

left and right

frontal, left parietal, and left and right occipital.
These data revealed that the relative distribution of alpha
power over the the brain changed between strategy
conditions but only within presentations, and between
presentations but only during facilitation.

A clear

interpretation as to why these interactive effects of
strategy and presentation are reflected in certain areas of
the brain is not immediately available.

The data do

indicate, however, that the between-strategy changes for
each presentation were more site specific, while the
between-presentation changes during facilitation were more
global.

Perhaps the global changes reflect the greater

level of sexual arousal and general arousal achieved by I*,
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F2 subjects, as compared to F i , I2 subjects, during
facilitation.

On the other hand, the focal changes may

reflect some localization of function associated with
effective facilitation and inhibition of sexual arousal.
While the right temporal

(A. S. Cohen et a l ., 1985), and

right parietal and occipital

(Tucker &c Dawson,

1984)

areas

of the brain have been implicated in sexual arousal, the
frontal

lobes are believed to serve an inhibitory role in

the regulation of emotional arousal.
In summary, the present study has demonstrated that
erotic conditions were differentiated from neutral
conditions by bilateral alpha power enhancement that was
most pronounced in posterior areas of the brain.

Erotic

conditions were also characterized by greater tumescence
than were neutral conditions.

Across presentations,

changes in alpha power failed to differentiate strategy
conditions, although tumescence values were greater for
facilitate than for inhibit conditions.

Unexpected

interactive effects of presentation and strategy were also
observed in the EEG data.

Within presentations,

alpha

power changed as a function of strategy and was observed to
a greater extent in certain areas of the brain.

For the

presentation Ii, F2 , alpha power enhancement was noted
during faci1itation, while for the presentation F x, I2 ,
alpha power enhancement was noted during inhibition.
Lastly, during facilitation,

Ix , F2 subjects evidenced

diffuse alpha power enhancement as compared to F x, I2
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subjects.

It is of some interest that these interactive

effects of presentation and strategy exist within the
context of marginally significant differences in tumescence
between presentations.

During facilitation,

subjects, as compared to F»,
tumescence.

IM

Fa

Ia subjects, evidenced greater

During inhibition, Fi, I2 subjects, as

compared to I x , F 2 subjects, evidenced less tumescence.
The present investigation has a number of implications
for future studies attempting to specify the
neuropsychological processes involved in sexual arousal or
its cognitive regulation.

When EEG and tumescence measures

are utilized, care should be taken to account for
individual variation in the direction and magnitude of
baseline asymmetry in hemispheric activation, as well as
individual variations in baseline tumescence.

Prior

research has shown that there is considerable subject
variability in the power values of the EEG frequency bands
(Gevins, Zeitlin, Doyle, Schaffer & Callaway,

1979).

Each

subject's resting EEG should be recorded so that it can
serve as a baseline against which to measure changes during
experimental conditions.

Additionally, these resting

values can be used in a difference score method to control
for subject variability in baseline asymmetries prior to
data analysis.

Applying the difference score method may be

most indicated for studies making between-group or betweensubject factor comparisons.
The emergence of presentation order effects despite
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counterbalancing in this study, stresses the importance of
including order as a factor in analyses of
psychophysiological arousal data.

While considerable

controversy exists in relationship to analyzing for effects
of counterbalanced factors, the present study suggests that
both cortical and genital arousal may be uniquely sensitive
to order effects.

Each stimulus condition may contextually

influence arousal response during subsequent stimulus
conditions.

Additionally, a between-subjects' manipulation

of strategy might help to more clearly examine the effects
of cognitive regulation on sexual arousal and cortical
activity.

Each strategy condition, inhibit or facilitate,

could be preceded by a no-instructions condition in which
subjects are instructed to repond naturally to an erotic
stimulus of the same duration, intensity and sensory
modali t y .
While other psychophysiological studies of sexual
arousal

in males have utilized a variety of measures of

tumescence response, the present study employed only one
measure, that of mean tumescence response for each
condition.

Averaging tumescence change over six minute

conditions, as was done in the present study may have had
the effect of averaging over variations in arousal
that were of interest.

level

For example, carry-over effects

could be distinguished from anticipatory effects by whether
tumescence increases were observed early or late in a
neutral condition.

Changes in arousal within erotic

conditions as a function of erotic intensity could also be
examined.

In order to clearly examine changes over time,

one could divide each condition into 20-30 s time intervals
and derive alpha power and tumescence values for each.

The

segmented power and tumescence values could then be
subjected to trend analysis procedures.

To investigate the

relationship between cortical activation and level of
sexual arousal over time and experimental conditions more
sensitively, correl ational analyses could be performed on
the segmented values for each data type.
In conclusion, the present study has made a number of
contributions to our understanding of the higher levels of
brain function relevant to sexual arousal and to its
cognitive regulation.

The study provides strong evidence

that subjects can cognitively inhibit and facilitate sexual
arousal

in the presence of auditory erotic stimuli.

It

also showed that naturalistic facilitation of sexual
arousal may involve right lateralized cognitive processes.
Naturalistic inhibitory operations, however, may not be
cognitively lateralized.

Therapists should be aware that

prescriptions to "think right to facilitate sexual arousal"
and "think left to inhibit sexual arousal"
advised.

may be ill-

Such dichotomous prescriptions fail to account

for individual differences in cognitive style which may
influence a client's ability to utilize a particular
arousal-regulating strategy.
This investigation also demonstrated that sexual
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arousal and its cognitive regulation involve some changes
in cortical
covary.

arousal and genital arousal which do not

Although these response systems are normally

linked, they are also distinct and may operate
independently of each other.
in electrocortical

activation were primarily global rather

than lateralized or focal.
neuropsychological

Lastly, the observed changes

While the current model in

research is that of hemispheric

specialization of function

(Tucker,

1984), the present

study suggests that EEG changes during sexual arousal and
its cognitive regulation are not laterally differentiated .
Perhaps area specific changes in brain activation may only
emerge within the context of more generalized changes.

APPENDICES

APPENDIX A
CONSENT FORM

INFORMATION ABOUT AND CONSENT
TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH
You are being invited to participate in an individual
experimental session tor a study of neural and cognitive
mechanisms associated with self-control of sexual arousal
in heterosexual males.
It is hoped that the derived data
will increase our understanding of mental processes which
affect sexual functioning.
You were selected as a possible participant in this
study because you are:
male, 18-38 years of age, righthanded, have normal hearing, and are free from any major
health problems/treatments.
As a potential subject you are
being invited to participate in an experimental session
which will entail:
(a) listening to brief erotic tapes;
(b) mentally regulating sexual arousal while listening to
the tapes; (c) being monitored via EEG cap and genital
strain gauge (a device much like a highly flexible rubber
band which measures erectile changes); (d) providing
information about you mental regulatory strategies, mood
and arousal levels, and experience with a set a
heterosexual activities; and (e) a time commitment of
approximately two hours.
It is unlikely that any risks may result from this
session.
It is worth noting, however, that possible risks
include:
(a) embarrassment/other emotional response
associated with revealing personal information, and with
subjective awareness of the genital measurement process;
(b) concerns that any breach of confidentiality could lead
to negative social effects due to the personal nature of
some of the derived information; and <c> exposure to
pathogens associated with venereal or other diseases by
wearing a strain gauge that others have worn.
In order to minimize these risks the following steps
will be taken:
(a) your right to privacy will be respected
at all times; (b) privacy will be maintained in the
experimental booth; (c) you will place your own strain
gauge, and be fully clothed throughout the experimental
session; <d) following the experimental session, you may
ask questions and be provided information concerning the
experimental process and your responses; (e) subjects selfreporting known venereal disease will be excluded from the
experimental session; (f) strain gauges will be sterilized
using currently accepted laboratory procedures (these
procedures kill pathogens implicated in venereal disease
transmission, such as Herpes); (g) your individual data
will be confidentially maintained by a system of number
coding; and (h) any information released to others (e.g.,
health care providers/professional journals) will be in the
form of anonymous/group-summarized data only.
Your decision whether or not to participate will not
alter your future relations with the University of North
Dakota nor its faculty.
If you decide to participate, you
are free to discontinue participation at any time without
109
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prejudice or loss of remuneration.
The investigators have made themselves available to
answer questions that I have concerning this session.
I
understand that no student is required to enter this
particular study.
I have been encouraged to ask any future
questions I may have concerning this study.
I may contact
any of the investigators through the University of North
Dakota, Department of Psychology at 777-3451.
I have read and received a copy of this consent form.
I willingly agree to participate in the experimental
session of this study.

APPENDIX B
POST-EXPERIMENT ASSESSMENT FORMS

SUBJECTIVE REPORT FOR EACH TAPE
DIRECTIONS:
Read each question and circle the number
correspond!ng to your answer.
Provide descriptions where
requested.
1.

How relaxed did you feel while listening to this tape?
o
1
2
4
5
Not at al1
Moderately
As relaxed as
relaxed
relaxed
I've ever been
rr

How erotic was the tape you just listened to?
1
2
3
4
5
Not at all
Moderately
As erotic as
erotic
erotic
I've ever heard
How sexually aroused did you -feel while listening to
this tape?
5
4
3
2
1
As aroused as
Moderately
Not at al1
I've ever been
aroused
aroused
4.

Did this change over the time period that you were
listening to the tape?
Yes
No
If Yes, please describe.

5.

Did you experience any other (nonsexual) emotional
responses while listening to this tape?
No
Yes
If Yes, please describe.

Please answer the following questions ONLY after tapes with
instructions to inhibit or to enhance feelings of sexual
arousal.
6.

How successful were you in mentally regulating your
feelings of sexual arousal while listening to this
tape?
5
4
3
2
1
As successful
Moderately
Not at all
as possible
successful
successful

7.

Did this change over the time period that you were
listening to the tape?
Yes
No
If Yes, please describe.
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CONTENT QUESTIONS
DIRECTIONS:

1.

*
2.
*

3.

*
4.
*
5.
*
6.

*
7.
*

8.
*

Circle the letter for the one best answer
■for each question.

In one of the erotic tapes the couple was eating and
drinking.
What were they drinking?
a. coke
b. beer
c. wine
(Erotic Tape#4)
d.
scotch
One of the nonerotic tapes was about:
a.
Death Valley
b. Hudson River Valley
(Neutral Tape#l)
c. Grand Canyon
d. Yosemite National Park
In one of the erotic tapes the couple relaxed near:
a.
a lake
b.
a private garden
c. a swimming pool
d.
a fireplace
(Erotic Tape#2)
In one of the erotic tapes the young woman, Beth,
rejected the advances of the young man, Andy.
a. true
b.
false
(Erotic Tape#4)
One of the nonerotic tapes discussed:
a.
marine animals of the South Pacific
b.
wildlife of the Wichita Mountains
(Neutral Tape#3)
c.
turtles of the Gallapagos Islands
d.
birds of the Florida Everglades
In one of the erotic tapes 3 persons, 2 men and a
woman, were involved in a group sexual encounter in the
library of a mansion in which a large party was in
progress.
a. true
b.
false
(Erotic Tape#2, #4)
The young woman in one of the erotic tapes was looking
at:
a. Playgirl
(Erotic Tape#2)
b. Kama Sutra
c.
The Sensuous Woman
d. Omni
Both of the erotic tapes described foreplay and
intercourse by the participants in the sexual
encounter.
a. true
(Erotic Tape#2, #4)
b.
false

Of 8 possible correct responses, the mean number of correct
responses was 7.45 (range = 6-8).
Of 6 possible correct
responses for the erotic tape content, the mean number of
correct responses was 5.67 (range = 5-6).
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FREE DESCRIPTION OF COGNITIVE STRATEGIES

1.

Please provide a description of the mental processes
you used to inhibit, to stop feelings of sexual
arousal.

2.

Please provide a description of the mental processes
you used to facilitate, to enhance feelings of sexual
arousal.
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APPENDIX C
CLASSIFICATION OF COGNITIVE STRATEGIES

C LA S S IFIC A TIO N OF COGNITIVE STRATEGIES

1.

Being receptive to what I was hearing; taking it in
(F/no agreement, .97, .93).

2.

Picturing myself in the same room with the couple on
the tape (F/R, .97, .50).

3.

Visualizing what was happening on the tape
(F/R, 1.00, .93).

4.

Remembering a previous pleasurable sexual experience
(F/R, 1.00, .70).

5.

Imagining myself as the male participant in the tape
(F/R, 1.00, .77).

6.

Maintaining a blank, empty mind (no agreement on
either dimension, subject agreement I=.93, .37).

7.

Thinking about something else which is nonsexual,
like school work (I/L, .97, .70).

8.

Spelling irrelevant words (I/L, 1.00, 0).

9.

Picturing the woman in the tape as very attractive
(F/R, 1.00, .73).

10.

Focusing on my physical sensations of becoming
aroused (F/no agreement, 1.00, .73).

11.

Doing multiplication tables

12.

Reciting poetry verses
agreement I=.97, 0).

13.

Telling myself good and moral people don't act like
that (I/L, .93, .07).

14.

Thinking of my gir1friend/wife and I doing those
things (F/R, .93, .63).

15.

Imagining the couple in the tape to be grotesquely
ugly (I/R, 1.00, .13).

16.

Concentrating on nonsexual physical sensations,
the feeling of the EEG cap (I/L, .93, .13).

17.

Producing another feeling like anger by recalling a
situation in which I was angry (I/no agreement, .97,
.20) .

(I/L, .97, 0).

(No agreement/L, subject
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18.

Maintaining a medical/scientific perspective on what
is happening on the tape (I/L, 1.00, .10).

19.

Thinking something is about to happen unexpectedly,
like the sounding of a loud bell or someone walking
in on me (I/no agreement, 1.00, 0).

20.

Imagining someone disapproving of my sexual thoughts
and feelings <I/R, 1.00, .13).

21.

Worrying about something that makes me anxious or
tense (I/no agreement, 1.00, .27).
Imagining the tape participants are people I despise
(I/L, .97, .03).
Controlling distracting, noneotic thoughts (no
agreement on either dimension, subject agreement
F=.37, .20).

24.

Maintaining a relaxed state of mind and body
(F/no agreement, .63, .53).
Objectifying the recording by focusing on details of
the tape, like voice quality, rate of speech
(I/L, .83, .30).

26.

Selecting occasional words from the tape and spelling
each (I/L, .90, 0).

27.

Reminding myself that I am in a psychology experiment
with wires on my body (I/L, 1.00, .17).

28.

Blocking out the tape by mentally singing a song
(I/L, 1.00, .07).

29.

Magnifying sensations of lethargy and tiredness
(I/R, .97, .20).

30.

Reminding myself that I usually become sexually
aroused quite easily (no agreement on either
dimension, subject agreement F=.87, .53).

31.

Intensifying jittery feelings I am having by focusing
on these and telling myself I am too tense to be
aroused (I/L, .97, .03).
Allowing myself to feel embarrassed and
self-conscious about being a participant in a "sexual
experiment" (I/R, 1.00, .10).

33.

Imagining pain or a past, physically painful
experience (I/R, .97, .10).
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34.

Thinking about something that makes me feel down and
depressed (I/R, 1.00, .23).

35.

Remembering a time when I experienced difficulty with
getting aroused and focusing on how disappointing it
was (I/no agreement, .97, .10).

Note;

I (inhibit) or F (facilitate) = arousal regulation
classification by 4 of 4 raters.
L (left) or R (right) = cognitive style
classification by 3 of 4 raters.
First number = proportion of subjects agreeing with
arousal regulation classification.
Second number = proportion of subjects who reported
using strategy in accordance with arousal regulation
c 1assi f icati o n .

APPENDIX D
D E B R IEFIN G

DEBRIEFING

As experi mentors we recognize that your participating in
this study is a highly individual and personal experience.
Because of this there are a few points about the
experimental process and your participation that we would
like to review.
Please feel free to comment or to ask any
questions that you may have.
1. Remember that your participation and the resulting data
are maintained in the strictest of confidentiality.
In
describing the results of this study, data will be
anonymous and group-formated - that is, reported as summary
rather than individual data.
2.
Subjects often experience less sexual arousal during
this study than they may in other situations.
This is
partly because of being in an experiment and being in an
unnatural laboratory setting.
Frequently the level of
arousal which subjects experience may not even be visible.
None-the-1ess the experimental methods used for monitoring
arousal are so sensitive that even unperceptible changes
are recorded.
3.
Although your responses from both the EEG and the penis
gauge are computer monitored, just being aware of this
process may alter one's usual response to erotic material.
4.
Simply listening to erotic material has been found to
be less arousing than seeing erotic material, or seeing and
listening to erotic material.
An auditory versus a visual
mode was chosen for this study, however, because certain
types of brain activity are better seen when subjects have
their eyes closed.
5.
Lastly, just being told how one should respond sexually
(for example, "enhance feelings of arousal") may alter
one's usual response to erotic material.
Thank you for your participation! Do you have any
questions? Do you have any comments?
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